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The significance of this study is that it undertakes to coordinate
a

variety of different techniques into a systematic style of counseling.

Secondly, the study develops an overall training procedure which opera-

tionalizes the techniques so they can be reproduced.

Thirdly, it takes

into account the role of counselor influence on client behavior.

Fourth-

ly it compares the verbal output of the counselees who have experienced

two different but well defined operationalized styles.

And, finally,

it utilizes content analysis to relate client outcome to the utiliza-

tion of both an overall style and individual techniques.
A paradigmatic analytical problem-solving style has three parts.

First, a focusing on a present-time perspective of the client’s explicit

problem through the techniques of 1) refocusing and 2) restatement.
Second,

a systematic distancing and objective analysis of the causes

estaband effects of the client’s problem through the techniques of 1)
effect.
lishing a cognitive set and 2) discrimination of cause and

of 1} adThird, offering alternative solutions through the techniques
•

i

vice-giving and 2) supportive reinforcement.
developed
Once the rational analytic style of counseling was
study involved the
and operationalized the second component of the
the style and the use
development of a program to train counselors in

qf its techniques.

Counselors were also trained using materials and

techniques developed by Stanton (1971), for a counseling style she
has labeled as ’'reconstructive.”

This was for purposes of comparing

the relative effectiveness of the two styles.
At the outset a decision was made to employ a two phased training program.

The first phase was the administration of program text

designed to familiarize the counselor trainee with the theoretical
and verbal constructs of the designated style so that he could duplithe incate with the appropriate classes of verbal statements all of

tervention techniques.

The programmed text had as a further objective

certain
enabling the trainee to demonstrate his ability to produce

without significantly
syntactical variations in the verbal statements
changing the meaning of focus of the technique.

After the counselor

on a ‘criterion test of the
has successfully achieved a score of 80%

second stage of the
programmed text objectives, he proceeded to the
program.
training program a video interactive
a continuum of increasing
The video-interactive mode represents

of the rational analytical
counselor proficiency in the employment

problem-solving style of counseling.

There are five increasingly more

separate training levels.
difficult steps which correspond to
trainee is required only to identify
In the first two levels the
in the video scene.
the proper technique utilized

;

In levels three

while
required to audio-tape his responses
and four the trainee is
is reIn level five the counselor
viewing a client video statement.
but also
utilize the proper technique
quired to not only identify and
appropriate hand signal
by depressing the
properly
technique
the
to tag

After the counselors had successfully completed both phases of
the training program, they conducted a sixty minute interview using

each style with two different clients.

During each session, the coun-

selor had to adhere to the particular style and emit and tag at

least-

three statements that correspond to the three major components of the

overall style.
The accuracy of the predictions were evaluated by means of a

The six dependent

content analysis and an analysis of variance.

variables of interest were the frequency of (1) self reference words,
negative emotional words, (4) differ
(2) positive emotional words (3)
conflicting
ent type words (5) ambivalent words (words that denote
vagueness or uncerfeelings) and (6) indefinites (words that denote
tanty) used by the client.
significant differences
This study was unable to demonstrate any

between any of the six verbal indicators as
style.

a

result of an overall

of the client, the
That is, neither the total number of tokens

indicators of the clienk
self-reference words of the client, the anxiety

words of the client were effected
the positive or negative self -referent
by the style employed.

of studies
These findings support the majority

counseling style and client outperformed on the relationship between
Shlein (1962) all demonstrated
Cartwright (1966), Heine (1953),
come.
style and client outcome.
no relationship between counseling
counsignificant differences between
The lack of statistically
influences on subjects.
demonstrable experimenter
selors' indicates no
time segments
significant results across
statistically
of
lack
,he
to
the session is unrelated
that progression through

indicates

number of verbal indicators emitted by the client.

comparison of the techniques indicates

Furthermore, a

a lack of statistically

significant results in the verbal indicators emmitted by the
client
as a result of the technique employed.

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

It is a widely held assumption that counselors having completed
a graduate training program are equipped, and are capable of demonstra-

ting certain behaviors, ambiguously referred to as counseling.

Few

counseling theorists have operationally defined the variety of techniques in their overall style into constructs which can be systematized,

reproduced and evaluated.

Consequently, a prospective counselor may

be able to differentiate between the theoretical' philosophies but unable to differentiate or reproduce operationalized techniques consistent

with the overall philosophies.
Since counseling theorists have concerned themselves with the con-

ceptual knowledge of counseling philosophies rather than the operational

mechanisms of such philosophies, counselor education programs have traditionally required students to understand theory rather than treatment,
counseling
and since researchers have investigated constructs within the
few
interview rather than the total interactional process, there are

approaches.
developed models for training counselors in any stylistic
in their
The leading theorists demonstrate as great a disparity

optimum training
philosophies as they do in what they consider to be the

models for perspective counselors.

The most common training is the

session is either video
supervisory model whereby the interns counseling
facto basis subjected to a didactic
or audio-taped and then on an ex post
-1 -
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analysis.

Other models include analysis of micro-counseling sessions,

the analysis of group dynamics and its relationship to individual coun-

seling.

All of these training models possess certain strengths, but

most are limited because they do not' adequately demonstrate their re-

lationship between

the.

theoretical and operational interactions of

counselor -client relationship.
The most serious weakness of extant training models mentioned pre-

viously lies in their ex post facto nature.

The micro-counseling,

supervisory, and group dynamics models allow for too great a latitude
of interpretation, for personal and theoretical bias in the judgment
technique re
of the appropriateness of a technique, and the manner the

lates to counse'lee outcome.

This dissertation represents an alternative approach.

In this

they could underapproach a group of counselors were trained so that
a priori basis.
stand the techniques of an overall style on an

As a

to operationally produce
result of this training the counselor was able

understanding and familiarization with
this technique as a result of his
to a certain technique.
the verbal constructs that correspond

This

than an ex post facto method and
method of training is far more objective

enabling objectives that both the
produces more reliable data about the
produce.
overall style and individual techniques

training counselors in the underThere are few adequate models for
style.
operational techniques of a given
standing and utilization of the
potency,
models that measure reliability,
There are even fewer research
Counseling research in this area
model.
or efficacy of a given training

instrumentation to
stage because we lack the
is still in a primitive
human interaction.
measure the complexity of ongoing

Until there are

.
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better methods of evaluating interaction between
counselor and counselee, verification of counseling theories must rely
on more indirect

procedures to relate theory to practice.

Along these lines criteria for

training counselors in the operational use of certain counseling
techniques can be performed by setting up criteria standards at each
level of
training.

The utilization of expert raters, student raters, and computer

analysis of recorded verbal content can result in both reliable as well
as valid post facto information about counselor-client interaction.
.Similarly another criterion of successful counselor training is not only

whether the counselor can produce the operational techniques of a given
system correctly within -the defined verbal parameters, but also whether
his utilization of the technique is logically related

.to

the verbal con-

tent of the client during the counseling session.
In short,

if an a priori training model can be operationally defined

and transmitted to counselors so that they incorporate in their counseling interviews the techniques associated with the system, then we have
a far better scientific basis on

which to evaluate the relationship be-

tween the technique used and criteria of client outcome.

PURP OSE:
To date counseling theory and research has failed to empirically

investigate the relationship between individual techniques and an overall
style. Furthermore, most studies have failed to develop not only specific

techniques which comprise an overall style but also a training program
that operationalizes a variety of techniques so that they can be systema-

tically reproduced.

Most studies have also treated lightly or failed to

on
recognize entirely the potency and impact of counselor^ influence

counseling outcome.

Further there is a paucity of reliable research

data on the correlation between certain counseling
styles and clientoutcome.

Finally, the analytical power of content analysis of
the verbal

behavior of a specific client population treated to a definite
style of
counseling has not been investigated.
The significance of this study is that it undertakes to coordinate
a

variety of different techniques into a systematic style of counseling.

Secondly, the study develops an overall training procedure which opera-

tionalizes the techniques so they can be reproduced.

Thirdly,

it takes

into account the role of counselor influence on client behavior.

Fourthly, it compares the verbal output of the counselees who have ex-

perienced two different but well defined operationalized styles.

And,

finally, it utilizes content analysis to relate client outcome to the

utilization of both an overall style and individual techniques.
This study had three interdependent components.

discussed in detail in subsequent chapters.

the reader an overview of the study and

a

Each of these are

However, in order to give

plan of the content of future

chapters a brief description of each component is in order at this point.
The first step in the study involved the conceptualization of an

overall style along with its concomitant techniques.

This counseling

style articulated by Ellis (1957) and labeled rational analytic problem

solving has been modified for a particular client population, and is discussed fully in Chapter II.
Briefly the analytical problem solving style of counseling is a

method of counseling which emphasizes the counselor’s analytical parti
cipation and direction but only after the client hasjiimself made his own
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problem or conflict explicit.

This counseling style is
characterized

by a number of techniques which
enable the client to explore areas
re-

lated to

his present difficulties and to
then search for possible

solutions.

But there is a special emphasis in
'this style on the coun-

selor's own professional knowledge and
experience brought to bear in

presenting possible solutions or adjustments
to the explicit problem.
The counselor structures his examination of
the client by insisting as

unobtrusively as possible on the present nature of
the client’s specific
problem.
A paradigmatic analytical problem-solving style has
three parts.
First, a focusing on a present-time perspective of the
client’s explicit

problem through the techniques of (1) refocusing and
(2) restatement.
Second, a systematic distancing and objective .analysis of the
causes

and effects of the client's problem through the techniques of
(1) estab-

lishing a cognitive set and (2) discrimination of cause and effect.
Third, offering alternative solutions through the techniques of
(1) ad-

vice-giving and (2) supportive reinforcement.
Once the rational analytic style of counseling was developed and

operationalized the second component of the study involved the develop-

ment of a program to train counselors in the style and the use of its
techniques.

Counselors were also trained using materials and techniques

developed by Stanton (1971), for a counseling style she has labeled as
’’reconstructive.”

This-

was for purposes of comparing the relative

effectiveness of the two styles.-

Stanton’s training procedures and style

are described in her dissertation and also in Chapter III.

The details

-6 -

of the training program for the rational analytic style are
discussed
in depth in Chapter III.

However a brief description is in order at

this point.

Most training methods have poor validation procedures and cannot be

systematized, analyzed, or easily reproduced.

The task facing the inves-

tigator therefore was to develop systematic training model with built-in

intermediary criteria that could be analyzed, reproduced, and correlated
to client-dependent variables.

Further it was necessary to develop a

conceptualization of a specific style which can be operationally defined,
understood and duplicated and which would still have sufficient flexbility to take into consideration counselor judgment and appropriate
timing and utilization.

The development of verbal constructs that corres-

pond to certain previously identified techniques can become so structured,
so repetitive, and so syntactically restrictive, that the construct

allows no counselor flexibility.

On the other hand, if the verbal cons-

truct is so broad that it cannot differentiate between certain operational
techniques, then it may contain no validity.

At the outset, a decision

was made to employ a two phased training program.

The first phase was the

administration of program text designed to familiarize the counselor
trainee with the theoretical and verbal constructs of the designated style
verbal
so that the trainee could duplicate with the appropriate classes of

statements all of the intervention techniques.

The programmed text had as

his ability to
a further objective enabling the trainee to demonstrate

without
produce certain syntactical variations in the verbal statements

significantly changing the meaning or focus of the technique.

counselor has successfully achieved a score of 80% on
0 f the programmed text objectives,

a

After the

criterion test

he proceeded to the second stage of
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the training program, a video -interactive program.
The video— interactive mode represents a continuum of increasing

counselor proficiency in the employment of the rational, analytical pro-

blem-solving style of counseling.

There are five increasingly more

difficult steps which correspond to separate training levels.
In the first two levels the trainee is required only to identify

the proper technique utilized in the video scene.

In levels three and

four the trainee is required to audio-tape his responses while viewing
a client

video statement.

In level five the counselor is required to

not only identify and utilize the proper technique but also to tag the

technique properly by depressing the appropriate hand signal.

The video-

inter-active training model is explained more explicitly and with appropriate examples in Chapter III.
The final phase of this study involved a determination of the

success of the training program in terms of client behavior.

Further

effects on client .behavior of using the rational -analytical approach
have been developed by Stanton (1971).

The methodology of this phase

of the study is presented in detail in Chapter III.

For purposes of

this introduction, the following description will suffice.

After the counselors had successfully completed both phases of
the training program, and the Stanton training program, they conducted
different clients.
a sixty minute interview using each style with two
style
During each session, the counselor had to adhere to the particular
to the three
and emit and tag at least three statements that correspond

major components of the overall style.
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The accuracy and directions of the predictions were
evaluated by

means of a content analysis and an analysis of variance.

The six depen-

dent variables of interest were:
1.

The number of self-reference words used by the client as the

counseling session progresses.
2.

The number of positive emotional words used by the client as
the counseling session progresses.

3.

The number of negative emotional words used by the client as
the counseling session progresses.

4.

The number of different kinds or types of words used by the

client as the counseling session progresses.
5.

The number. of ambivalent words (those words that denote conflicting feelings) used by the client as the counseling

session progresses.
6.

The number of indefinites (those words that denote vagueness
or uncertainty) used by the client as the counseling session

progresses.

Specific hypotheses related to these six variables are described
in Chapter II.

SUMMARY:

The overall components of this study are:
*

1.

the theoretical development of the rational analytical problem

solving style of therapy
2.

the development and implementation of a video-interactive

training program
3.

analytical
the determination of the effects of the rational

.
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style on client behavior
and contrasting the
effects on
clients of this style with
a reconstructive
style.
Chapter II presents a review
of literature on
problems and issues
relevant to this study. The
development and results of
the training program, as well as the method
for data analysis is
presented in Chapter III
The results of. the analysis
is the primary concern
of Chapter IV. And
Chapter V discusses the results,
limitations and implications
of this
study

CHAPTER II

•

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The purpose of Chapter II is to review all pertinent literature
that relates to this study.
areas:

This review focuses on the following major

(1) the theoretical and empirical evidence upon which the rational

analytical problem solving style of counseling was developed for

a

specific client population, (2) the development of validated training

procedures including program instruction and video training, (3) the

relationship between counseling style and client outcome, (4) the impact
of counselor’s influence on client outcome,

(5) the methodology of the

study, and (6) the development of the hypothesis which flows from the

literature.

*

DEVELOPMENT OF RATIONAL
ANALYTIC STYLE OF COUNSELING

The rationale for the rational -analytic problem solving style of

counseling is drawn from both divergent counseling theories and empirical
research.

Ellis’ (1957) rational emotive therapy provides the main frame-

work from which the majority of techniques were developed.

Ellis believes

to discard
that the major task of the counselor is to help the client

the logical and
either illogical or irrational ideas and substitute for

rational ideas and attitudes.

This theoretical framework represents a

- 10 -
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more directive process that first points out that the client is maintaining harmful behavior through an illogical or irrational thought process.

The next step is to persuade the client to change his thinking.

Ellis

(1958) believes that the client cannot on his own, change his irrational

thought process.

Also the counselor must, through his activity, construct

a more rational thought process for the client.

Resulting from this pro-

cess, the client acquires a rational philosophy of life and and he sub-

stitutes rational attitudes and beliefs for irrational ones.

The Ellis

framework was adopted for the purpose of this study to deal with the problems of low income and delinquent youth.
techniques that were operationalized here.

Ellis formulated many of the

However, Ellis concentrates

mainly on past illogical behavior and present problems.

The style of

counseling developed for this study focuses all past behavior into a

present time frame.

This adoption of the rational-analytic problem

solving style of counseling contrasts with the typical psycho-analytic

approach of dealing exclusively with emotions.

Low income and delin-

quent youth have a difficult time in verbalizing feelings.

also deal in a present time perspective and this

These youth

study, through the

techniques of refocusing, attempts to establish specific techniques to

deal with this client tendency.

with support is

Finally the technique of advice giving

a beginning step in changing the counselor s role

advocate
from one of a passive reflector of feelings to a more active
finds himself.
in changing the social system in which the client

Since

counseling represents an
the rational-analytic problem solving style of

way to present the
eclectic approach formulated by this study, the best
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theoretical and empirical data is to examine each technique
in the
overall style and relate it to research material.

DESCRIPTION OF STYLE

As described in Chapter I, the analytical problem-solving style of

counseling emphasizes the counselor’s analytical participation and direction, but only after the client has himself made his own problem or con-

flict explicit.

Such a counseling style is characterized by a number of

techniques which enable the client to explore areas related to his present-

difficulties and to then search for possible solutions.

But there is a

special emphasis in this style on the counselor’s own professional knowledge and experience brought to bear in presenting possible solutions or

adjustments to the explicit problem.

The counselor structures his examin-

nation of the client by insisting as unobtrusively as possible on the
present nature of the client's specific problem.
A paradigmatic analytical problem-solving style has three parts.
First, a focusing on a present-time perspective of the client's explicit

problem through the techniques of (a) refocusing and (b) restatement.
Second, a systematic distancing and objective analysis of the causes and

effects of the client's problem through the techniques of (a) establishing a cognitive set, (b) discrimination of cause and effect.

Third, offer-

ing alternative solutions through the techniques of (a) advice-giving and
(b) supportive reinforcement.

1.

focusing for Present Time Perspective
The counselor is bound to deal only with problems that

-13-

are explicitly stated by the client.

selor makes an

Operationally the coun-

explicit statement encouraging the client to

express the "here and now" aspects of his problem.

Implicit

in the counselor’s statement is the beginning
of a contractual

agreement.

"Tell me about your present difficulties" (and

I

will listen).
The two major techniques in focusing for present time

perspective are refocusing and restatement.
Refocusing is

a

technique whereby the counselor shifts

all past behavior stated by the client into a present time

perspective.
e.g.,

always had trouble in math.

Cl.

1,’ve

C.

You're still having problems in math.

Restatement is a technique whereby the counselor restates only
present behaviors and ignores past referent statements.
e.g.,

Cl.

I've had a great deal of difficulty adjusting
to my job but

C.

I

seem to be doing better now.

You seem to be doing better now.

The rationale for focusing all past behavior into a present time

perspective was a function of
income youth.

.the

client population composed of low-

There have been a variety of research studies done on

both time-perspective and delayed gratification patterns of both lowincome and delinquent youth.

Deutsch (1963) pointed out that lower

class children have difficulty in formulating time judgements and are

unable to delay gratification.
support this contention.

Schneider and Dornbusch (1953) also

Mischel (1961) demonstrated that delinquent

-14-

youth, when presented with two rewards, will choose
the smaller reward
if it is offered immediately.

Although there is general agreement that

low-income youth deal in a present time perspective and are
unable to
delay their gratification patterns.
Miller, Reisinan, and Seagull (1965) have also argued that low-

income youths’ need for immediate gratification results from their dis-

belief in any future rewards.

Similarly Dollord and Miller (1950) argue

that primary reinforcers are absent in low-income areas.

However, these investigators, while demonstrating that poverty

youth are oriented to

a

present time perspective, contend that this is

not necessarily a basic characteristic of the youth but that it is the

result of racism and inequality in our society.
2

•

'•

Analysis of Cause and Effect
The counselor through a systematic distancing and an objective

analysis determines the causes and effects of the client’s present

problem through the techniques of (a) establishing a cognitive set and
(b) discrimination of cause and effect.

This technique of establishing a cognitive set produces an expected

client response, and proceeds to use an abstract third person as a
referent, which presents a rational, intellectualized style:
e.g., Let’s examine the reasons for your shyness...

Discrimination of cause and effect is characterized by labeling
and support of the identification of cause and effect relationships.

This technique uses questions that clarify cause and effect, and also

provides explanations of cause and effect relationships.

-15-

e.g., Because your friends drink, you think that
you have to also?

The utilization of analysis of cause and effect through
the tech-

niques of establishing a cognitive set and the discrimination
of cause
and effect are drawn from Ellis’ rational emotive therapy.

Ellis states:

The effective therapist should continually keep
unmasking the patient's past and especially his
present illogical thinking or self-defeating verbalizations by (1) bringing .them forcefully to
his attention or consciousness; (2) showing him
how they are causing and maintaining his disturbance and unhappiness; (3) demonstrating exactly
what the illogical links in his internalized sentences are; and (4) teaching him how to re-think,
challenge, contradict, and re-verbalize these (and
other similar) sentences so that his internalized
thoughts become more logical and efficient,
(pp. 5859.)

The two techniques described above emanate not only from Ellis’

teachings but in addition are suitable for low-income youth.

Gordon

(1968) states that:

The counselor of disadvantaged youth might well
proceed without explicit reference to feelings not by denying their existence, but by taking a
In this way
stance that implicitly assumes them.
he would not risk destroying the relationship by
inopportune probing, asking the client to talk
about, and opening access to floods of feelings
that neither he nor the client in his life circumstances can do much about except struggle to
repress again,
(p. 128.)

3

.

.

Offering of Alternative Solutions

The counselor, after analyzing the cause and effects of the client’s
problem, offers alternative solutions and supports the client both in a

choice of alternatives and in carrying through the solution.

The coun-

selor employs the technique of advice-giving with supportive measures.

-16-

c.g.,

I

think you can do better, if you either choose

a

job in the area of auto mechanics or attempt
to get

more vocational training by enlisting in the Army.
Ellis (1962) believes that the therapist should encourage
the.

client to engage in some activity (such as doing something
he's afraid of)

and this activity will serve as a counterforce to the client's
irrational
thinking.

This technique of advice-giving with support also works well

with poverty youth because the advice-giving usually emphasizes immediate and short termed plans upon which the client can act at once.

Longer range plans are introduced more gradually.

The technique also

allows the client opportunities for trying out a variety of activities and

allows the client to tie the content of talk into direct action.
(1952) demonstrated the motoric nature of low-income youth.

McNeil

Any counsel-

ing process with low-income youth should directly tie together content and

productive activity.
In summary, the rational analytic style of counseling was developed

from Ellis’ rational emotive therapy.

However, as adapted here, it is an

eclectic approach since it incorporated certain techniques for a specific
client population, namely low income or delinquent youth.

Individual

hypotheses were developed to measure client outcome as a result of the

techniques employed.

The utilization of different techniques should pro-

duce different. client outcomes.

We hypothesize that the use of the five counselor techniques described above will produce different verbal behaviors on the part of the
client.

This hypothesis is explicated in more detail subsequently.
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TRAINING PROC F.nURER

After the rational analytic style
of counseling was developed
and
operationalized it was necessary to
develop a suitable training
program
with built in criteria so that the
counselors could be trained in the

utilization

of,

techniques on an a priori ba'sis.

The training program

consisted of first constructing a
programmed text and then developing
a video training program.

Programmed Instruction
7

here is a paucity of research which
demonstrates the utilization

of programmed instruction in the training of
prospective counselors.
Di Mattia (1970) reported the effectiveness
of both videotaped and pro-

grammed instruction in teaching discrimination'
learning.

Emener (1971)

studied the effectiveness of programmed machine training
with leader-led

group training video-lecture training, and
The criterion variables were:
a client,

a no treatment control group.

(1) the ability to hear and determine what

within a written stimulus statement was saying,
(2) the ability

to write a response which communicated conditions conducive to
help, and
(3) the ability to communicate conditions conducive to help through verbal

and non-verbal responses to a person playing a constant role.

The re-

sults showed that programmed machine training was as effective as leaderled group training and more effective than video-lecture training in

improving the counselor’s ability in (1) written discrimination, (2)

written communications, and (3) a constant role.
However, in Ralph’s study, (1971) where the effectiveness of

programmed learning on the development of effective sensitivity, the
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results were Just the
opposite.

The use of the General
Relationship

Improvement Program did not
appear effective in developing
effective
sensitivity in counselor-trainees.
Gilbert and Kwing 1971
(
) compared
the effectiveness .of the
Programmed Self-Counseling
Manual and normal
counseling interviews by four
experienced counselors. Their
findings
support the use of programmed
counseling as an adjunct to or
substitute
for face to face eounse.l ring.
These three studies are the only
studies found that relate directly
to the use of programmed
instruction in counselor training.
It is not
the purpose of this review of
the literature to analyse all the
research
on the programmed instruction.
Schram (1962) served as the resource
for
the development of the programmed text.
Northeastern University in its

Programmed Instruction Guide (1967) gives
a review of all programs refated to programmed instruction.

Jile

.

Utilization of Video Equipment in Counselor Training
Probably the fastest growing area in counselor
preparation is the

utilization of video equipment in the preparation of
counselors.

There

has been a marked increase in research studies utilizing
video technology

within the past few years.

Eisenberg (1971) believes that a major goal

of counselor training programs is to train counselors to behave
effectively
wit.! clients.

impact.

Their behavior should have a maximum possible positive

Video simulation of counseling offers

‘a

variety of possibilities

for implementing new training methods, as well as a method for researching

the impact of these training methods on counselors in training.

Eisenberg

goes on to point out the effectiveness of these video^training programs
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depends upon the following factors:

(

1) a

careful consideration of the

kinds of clients and the types of
counseling situations presented
on the
video tape; (2) a systematic use of
behavior modification principles;

and (3) careful planning so as to use
the system to generate discussion
around important issues.

Quinn (1971) undertook

a study

which used a video-taped model of

reinforcement to enable counselors to acquire
confrontation techniques
in counseling.

The results of the video-taped model reinforcement
pro-

cedures were compared with the results of group critiquing
of audiotaped counseling sessions.

There were six hypotheses.

Two dealt with

the number of confrontations, two considered the level of
client self

exploration, and two related with the appropriateness of the confrontations.

The number of confrontations were measured by a simple tally, the

effectiveness of self exploration was measured by Carkhuff’s Scale for

Measurement of Client Depth of Self-Exploration, the appropriateness of
confrontations was measured by using an adaptation of Carkhuff’s Self-

Exploration Scale.

A null hypothesis of no statistical differences was

accepted but with one exception.

The experimental group had gained sig-

nificantly over the control subjects in levels of counselee self-exploration.

The number of confrontations by each counselor increased more by

video-tape model reinforcement, but not at the .05 level of significance.
The data for appropriateness of confrontation indicated slight gains for

the control group over the experimental group.

Frankel (1971) evaluated the effects of videotape modeling and

feedback techniques on the counseling behavior on twenty-eight untrained
female undergraduates in a quasi-therapy, microcounseling, situation.
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The counselor’s performance was
measured against a control group
of 14
trainees who were given only written
descriptions of the counseling
skills bein S measured.

Greater improvement was. found after:
(a) a single

presentation of a video model feedback than was
found in the control
group.

The results of this study demonstrated that
video feedback and

video modeling are effective tools in increasing
the counselor's frequency of focusing on client feelings.

However, it did not increase the

accuracy.
(1971) compared the effects of two different techniques in
the teaching of Understanding Responses to counselor trainees
by eval-

uating interview performance in both simulated and live counseling
sessions.

The sample consisted of 36 counselor trainees.

They were

assigned randomly to two experimental groups and one control group.
Both treatment groups, a modeling only group (T-l), and a modeling and

reinforcement group (T-2) used videotape procedures.

The conclusions

found in the study were as follows: (1) the modeling and reinforcement

group was more effective than the modeling-only group.
treatment was superior to no treatment.

The modeling-only

However, one of the most impor-

tant findings was that the performance of the counselor trainees in the

simulated counseling sessions did not predict performance in an actual

counseling session.
The utilization of microcounseling techniques' in the training of

counselors has developed rapidly over the last five years.

Ivey, Norm-

ington. Miller, Morrill, and Haase (1968) demonstrated that microcoun-

seling was an effective tool in training counselors to attend to client
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behavior.

Boyd (1971) concluded that microcounseling
training regard-

less of supervision levels employed was an excellent
instrument in

training counselors in specific techniques.

However, it should be noted

that this present study does not represent a microcounseling
approach

and the

orily

similarity is the utilization of the video equipment.

Kagan (1967) in an attempt to facilitate the client's growth process conducted a counseling interview, which was videotaped and recorded
on a split screen.

After the interview, an interrogator conducted a

playback of the interview with the client, focusing heavily on the
client's feelings.

In 1969, based on the RPR Inventory, Danish and Kagan

developed a series of filmed vignettes.

professional actors were employed.

To develop these vignettes,

The subject matter for the vignettes

focused on the four main areas of counselor difficulty: (1) rejection,
(2) fear of rejection,

(3)

intimacy, and (4) the fear of intimacy.

Each

of these four emotions were placed in four to six filmed scenes, and
the entire package was called Stimulus Films.

These emotional vignettes

were then shown to counselor trainees in a group setting.

The counselors

were asked to reply spontaneously to the film sequence and the group
evaluated the appropriateness of each of the group member's responses.
.

While this appears to be a significant way to train counselors on the
surface, the efficacy of this approach has not yet been empirically

evaluated.

The research summarized above demonstrates that both programmed

material and video simulation can be effective mechanisms in the training
of counselors.

No research study combined both programmed instruction

and video simulation.

By combining both methods of training it was hoped
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There is very little
research which

demons^T^ationship between a certain counseling
style and client outcome.
When schools of
treatment are compared,
one usually finds no
meaningful differences
Cartwright (1966) showed
no difference in
clients subjected to
differing
Styles in their degree of
experiencing or their level
of self-observation
When he compared psychoanalytic
versus client-centered
therapy, Heine
(1953) demonstrated that there
is no significant
difference in
the amount of change between
clients and psychoanalytic,
non-dircctivc,
and Adlerian psychotherapy.
Shlien (1962) also, showed
no significant
difference bween Adlerian and
client-centered approaches. Ellis
(1957)
demonstrated that rational emotive
therapy was more successful'
than
psychoanalytical^ oriented therapy by
measuring the results of one
therapist who employed both methods
over a period of time.
'

'•

Ashby, Ford, and Guerney,

(1957) found that leading therapy com-

prised of techniques utilized by Miller
and Dollard was more successful
than reflective therapy which utilized
Rogerian techniques.

However,

Baker (1960) duplicated the Ashby study
and found no significant difference

m

outcome.

Dipboye (1954) demonstrated that counselor
style varied

according to the topics being discussed, but
within each designated topic
the counselors tended to resemble each other in
the style utilized.
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The problem with all of these studies
is that they look at outcome
on an ex post facto basis.

They poorly describe their style and
tech-

niques which prevents replication.

•

Zimmer and Pepin (1970) have differ-

entiated some of the specific techniques utilized by
three well known
therapists, each of whom employs a distinct style and
philosophy of

counseling.
study.

This research was one of the foundations for the
present

By setting up verbal parameters, which explicitly define
each

technique in an overall style of counseling and by ascertaining that
the
pi

o&pective counselor has achieved a demonstrable level of proficiency in

replicating the techniques of the style.

One could then correlate the

utilization of this style to client outcome variables.
This study operationalized the techniques of an overall style by

establishing definite verbal parameters for each technique, and trained
counselors to reliably replicate the techniques of the overall style.
A weakness of other studies of contrasting counseling styles failed to

take into account either of these steps.

There would be little merit

in contrasting a well formulated style with a style that was undiffer-

entiated and lacked a replicable training procedure.

Stanton (1971) in

a parallel dissertation developed the reconstructive style of counseling

which was drawn mainly from psychoanalytical theory.

It was decided to

train counselors in both the rational analytic style of counseling and
tbe reconstructive style described in detail in Stanton’s dissertation.

A more detailed explanation of Stanton's style and training procedure
is presented in Chapter III.

Once the counselors had successfully mas-

tered both techniques, comparisons were made of the verbal indicators

•
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of clients vis a vis the style employed.

More specifically we hypothe-

sized differences would be found in total verbal
output, self referent

words, anxiety indicators, positive and negative
referent words between

clients who experienced the rational analytic approach
and those who experienced the reconstructive style.

It was further hypothesized that

these changes in the verbal indicators' would occur in an
ordered manner

over the six time periods within the sixty minute counseling
session.

Counselor Influence
The experimenter’s influence on client’s behavior is a reality

that researchers have been aware of for over fifty years.

This study

attempted to restrict counselor influence on an a priori, basis.

In

this study it was hypothesized that there would be no difference on

verbal indicators as a function of counselor influence.
The research on experimenter influence is voluminous and it is

beyond the scope of this study to review every article.
The most significant research dealing with the experimenter’s

attitude about his experiment and his subjects was undertaken by

Rosenthal and his associates.

Rosenthal (1963); Rosenthal and Fobe

(1963); Rosenthal, Uikan-Kline, Pesinger, and Fobe (1964) demonstrated

that experimenters significantly influence the behavior of their subjects.

Experimenter influence has a significantly measurable effect upon animal
subjects.

(Rosenthal and Lawson, 1964, Rosenthal and Fobe, 1963, Harris,

Piccolino, Roback, and Sommer, 1964.)

The finest review of the. litera-

ture on experimenter influence is presented by Kessel and Barber (1968).
The authors, in presenting their research findings demonstrated divergent

-25and sometimes contradictory results
while attempting to explain the

clinical implications of experimenter influence
and bias. "For example
E's with prestige and status were often
found to produce greater con-

ditioning (Krasner, Ullman, Weis, and Collins,
1961; Marion, 1956;

•

Verplank, 1956), whereas other investigators reported
that pleasant, non-

threatening E's or those with low status were more
effective reinforcers
(Binder, McConnell and Sjoholm, 1957

1966).

;’

Katskin, Rusk, and Spielberger,

Host investigators iound that E's were more potent reinforcers

than non-friendly or hostile E's (Farber, 1963; Farguson and
Buss,
1960; Marder, 1961; Reece and Whitman, 1962; Weis, Krasner and Ullman,

1965), but a few studies yielded directly contradictory results, showing

that a critical E produced greater conditioning than

a

non-critical one

(Kanfer and Karas, 1959; Simkins, 1961; Smith, 1964).’’

p.

70.

The majority of studies performed in this area focus on client personality factors.

Empathy seems to be one critical area.

Truax (1963)

and Mintz (1970) both found empathy to be a critical factor in counseling

effectiveness.

Cartwright and Lerner (1963), Feitel (1968), Lesser

(1961), and Barrett and Lennard (1962) all related the degree of coun-

selor empathy to client progress.

Unconditional postive regard, as

measured by Truax (1963), Barrett and Lennard (1962) was directly related to counselor effectiveness.’

Not only are counselors' personality

characteristics' important, but also the amount of experience.

Barrett

and Lennard (1962), Cartwright and Vogel (1960), Katz, et al. (1958),

Myers and Auld (1955) all investigated the amount of experience and

training and found a positive relationship to client growth.
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Even the therapist's attitude toward his own
profession can be a
crucial factor in influencing the outcome of
psychotherapy.

McNair,

et al. (1964) found a definite correlation
between the therapist's

interest in psychotherapy and client outcome.

Goldstein and Shipman

(1961) reported the favorableness .of the therapist's attitude
toward

therapy and treatment related to the client's symptom
reduction.

The

research u emeus tx-ates ehe complexities ui experimenter influence.
Because of the difficulty in controlling counselor influence, it

was decided to include specific hypotheses to ascertain whether the
changes in client behavior as measured by the six verbal indicators were
a function

of style or whether the results were a function of uncontrolled

counselor influence.

Content Analysis in Counseling Research
The purpose of this section in the review of literature is two(1) to point out resource materials that review the research

fold:

material related to content analysis; (2) to give concrete examples of
content analysis research that are related to this present study.

Marsden (1965) defines content analysis as "a research technique for the
systematic ordering of the content of communication processes.

Typically

it involves procedures for diversion of content into units, for assign-

ment of each unit to a summarizing coded unit and arriving at inferences
concerning the significance of the summations."

(p. 298)

Auld and Murray (1954) reviewed all content analysis studies prior
to 1954.

with

a

Stone's et al. General Inquirer (1966) provides the reader

computer approach to content analysis and contains studies in
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psychology, sociology, anthropology, and political
science.

The most

complete review covering all content analysis studies
of therapeutic
interviews from 1954 to 1964 was undertaken by Marsden.

undertook a survey

of.

Berelson (1952)

the field of content analysis which attempted to

codify procedures used in content analysis and to summarize
the method-

ology

.

Todel and Ewing (1961) researched the changes in self-reference

words during psychotherapy.

The measures used were the occurence of

negative neutral and positive self-reference words through the utilization

of a pre-and post-test.

Long (1968) examined a counselor training model

and its relationship on client behavior during the initial counseling

interview.

Long demonstrated that his findings showed the superiority of

utilizing films as

a

pre-training model.

Long measured the quantity of

words spoken, the number of first person pronouns, and the number of
present tense verbs used by the client.

Matarazzo (1956) and his associates have developed

a

structured

interview which has been used to standardize interviewer behavior.

This

structured interview allowed the researchers to treat the therapist as
an independent variable.

This research demonstrated high reliability in

predicting the therapist’s behavior.
study of client’s verbal behavior.

Berg (1958) did a content analysis
The research demonstrated that self-

reference word's, negative words, and words with expletives decreased in
frequency over the course of therapy, while empathetic words increased.

Weintraub and Aronson (1962 and 1964) report on a method of content
analysis which was predicated on

a

word count procedure which analyzed
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tae client's speech for content from which
specific defense mechanisms

could be inferred.
In examining evidence of change during
counseling, Kent (1967) ex-

plored four language categories through content analysis.

The four

categories were (1) the tense of the verb used in the self
-referent,
(2) the syntactical relationship between the subject and the object
of

the self-referent,

(3) the association-analogy relationship between the

subject and the object of the self-referent, (4) Kelly personal construct
categories.
I.

Although Kent was unable to demonstrate who was most or

east improved from this method, he strongly recommended that in future

content analysis studies counselor and client language should be jointly
analyzed.

The use of ambivalent statements and indefinites as anxiety

indicators has been demonstrated by Dollard and Mara (1947), Osgood (1959)
and Zimmer (1973).

Strupp (1957) developed a multi-dimensional system for analyzing the

verbal content for the psychotherapist.
is done by trained raters.

The analysis of the interview

The major categories analyzed are thera-

peutic activity, depth directiveness, dynamic focus, initiative and

therapeutic climate.

Strupp demonstrated that his technique was suitable

for a comparison of two different therapeutic approaches.

investigated the ability of content analysis

‘to

Zimmer (1965)

differentiate the verbal

responses of counselors and teachers by utilizing eight language categories.

There have been extensive studies performed in the area of

verbal conditioning that have employed content analysis.

This research

is relevant to the selection of dependent variables used in this study.

I
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Rogers (1960) reinforced positive and negative
self reference words.

It

was demonstrated that if negative self reference
words were reinforced
that positive self reference words decreased.

Positive self reference

words could also be increased through positive reinforcement.

Waskow (1962) hypothesized that selective responding
by

a thera-

pist would reinforce either the content or feeling of the subject’s
ve.-i.bul

output.

iiie

cunuenL
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uup suoweu a deiinice

enecc
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inforcement while the group where the feelings were reinforced showed
no change.

Ullmann et al. (1955)) demonstrated through

a

process of

content reinforcement that the idea that once all unpleasant feelings

j

are discussed that then positive feelings come forth.

Ullmann and his

associates found this to be untrue and in fact this process actually

,

works in the opposite direction.

1

...

Sweetland (1962) distinguished between the techniques of forcing
I

!

insight by the utilization of cause and effect relationships with inter-

pretation, clarification of feeling, and direct questioning,

lie

showed

that forcing insight by pointing out cause and effect relationships led
;

to increases in client understanding and insight.

Direct questioning

led to a decrease in understanding and insight.

Dibner (1958) showed that more structured interviews with hospitalized patients create less anxiety than those interviews that are less
structured.

Pope and Siegman (1962) investigated the effect of the

counselor's verbal activity level.

The authors showed that high

specificity on the part of the counselor reduces anxiety when the content
emotional
is neutral but arouses anxiety when the content is
-

Howe (1962)
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reported that deep specific statements
arouse anxiety.
This study hypothesizes that
the anxiety level of
clients will be
reduced because of the specificity
employed by the counselor in
dealing
with content and by not dealing with the
manifest feelings of the client
in either a probing or depth oriented
manner.

The research demonstrates

that this fact is true for both neurotic
and schizophrenic patients.

Because of low-income youth's difficulty
in verbalizing feeling statements

specificity, content oriented exploration,
and the explanation of cause
and effect relationships should reduce anxiety.

Kanfer, Phillips, Matarazzo and Saslow
(1960) compared exploratory
and information seeking statements with interpretations.

During the

interpretation periods the subjects showed considerably
less verbal output than they did during the periods when exploratory statements
were

'

given by the counselor.

Colby (1961) in a research project related to

this study demonstrated that causal correlated inputs, i.e., the ex-

ploration of cause and effect relationships on the part of the therapist, elicited greater client output than interrogative statements.
‘

One of the hypotheses in this study states that there will be a

decrease in total, words emitted by the client in the rational analytic

problem solving style of counseling and that this decrease will occur in
an ordered manner over each time segment in the interview.

surface this would seem to contradict the research that causal-correlative

i

statements evoke greater client verbal output.
I

On the

However, causal -corre-

.

lative statements represent only one technique of the overall style.

Furthermore, as the counseling session progresses, the increased
activity on the part of the counselor utilizing his expert knowledge
*

i

in providing advice to the client should provide for a decrease in total
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verbal output.
Content analysis, through the utilization of either expert raters
or computer analysis has proven to be an effective instrument for measuring either therapist or client change.

This study employs both expert

raters and a computer analysis of content in predicting certain client

behaviors either as

a

result of styles or of individual techniques.

In this study content analysis was used to investigate the frequency

of six specific verbal indicators, hypothesized to be related to the
two counseling styles under investigation.
*

are:

The six verbal indicators

i

(1) the total number of words,

(2) the number of self-referent

words emitted by the client, (3) the number of indefinite statements
emitted by the client, (4) the number of ambivalent statements emitted
by the client,

(5) the number of positive words emitted by the client,

and (6) the number of negative words emitted by the client.

A complete

list of the hypotheses dealing with each of the verbal indicators and

a

rationale given for each hypothesis is in order at this point.
client
The effects of the rational analytic style of counseling on
above.
behavior was measured against the six dependent variables listed

of the rational
The first group of hypotheses represent a comparison
style of counseling
analytic style of counseling and the reconstructive

described in detail in Chapter III.

It was also hypothesized that the

ordered manner in each of
changes in verbal content would occur in an
the interview.
the six ten-minute time spans that comprise

The second

indicators against each of the
group of hypotheses compare the verbal
of counseling. The third group
techniques in the rational analytic style

between the verbal indicators and
of hypotheses measure the relationship

.

-32the factor of counselor
influence.

The hypothesis

win

be presented according
to the three categories

listed above.

Hypotheses 1, 4, 7, and 10
compare the dependent
variables
across both the rational
analytic and the reconstructive
styles of
therapy

Hypotheses 2,

5,

8,

and 11 compare the dependent
variables across

time segments to ascertain
any time trends.

Hypothesis 13 compares

the dependent variables
against each of the techniques
employed.

Hypotheses 3, 6, 9, and 11 compare
each of the verbal indicators
across
both the rational analytic and
reconstructive styles as a result of
counselor influence. Hypothesis 14
compares each of the verbal indi-

cators in the rational analytic
problem-solving style of counseling as
a result of experimentor
influence.
The first two groups of hypotheses
compare the dependent variables

against Stanton's (1971) control client
group which is described in
Chapter III.
a

This first two groups of hypotheses will
be presented and

rationale will be given for each.

Hypothesis

1

There will be a decrease in the total verbal
output emitted by the

client in the rational analytical problem-solving
style of counseling.
Hypothesis

2

As a result of counseling with the rational analytical
problem-

solving style of counseling the decrease in the total verbal output
of
the client will be predicted to occur in an ordered manner with a
decrease
in frequency from segment 1 to segment 6.
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Rationale
This rational analytic style of
therapy represents a contractual

agreement between counselor and client.

The counselor makes some assess-

ment about the client's problem,
analyzes the causes and effects and
offers constructive alternatives.

The counselor is more active, more

directive, and deals in a cognitive style
that allows for less client

word output and less verbal diversity.

This increased direction and

activity on the part of the counselor should
increase over time segments, and the verbal output of the client, high
in the beginning seg-

ments as the counselor explores cause and effect
relationships, should

decrease as the session progresses and the counselor shifts
to the

technique of advice giving with support.

Hypothesis 4
The active analytical problem-solving style of counseling will produce a decrease in client self-referent words.

Hypothesis

5

As a result of counseling with the rational analytical style of

counseling the self-referent words emitted by the client will be predicted to occur in an order manner with a decrease in frequency from
time segment 1 to time segment 6.

Rationale
One of the major operational techniques of this style of counseling
is the establishing of a cognitive set.

This technique establishes the

style of expected counselee response, and proceeds to use an abstract
third person as a referent, which produces a rational intellectualized
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s tyle.

The client will respond to this technique
by initially making

more self-referent than other-referent
statements.

As counseling pro-

ceeds, however, the client will begin to examine
his problems in a

logical, rational way and the number of self-referent
words will decrease
in an ordered manner across time segments.

self-referent words are:
mine.

me, my, myself,

The most frequently utilized
I'd,

I’ll, I'm,

I,

I've, and

(See Appendix for list of self-referent words.)

Hypothesis

7

There will be a decrease in client anxiety as expressed by the verbal indicators of indefinite (those words that denote vagueness or un-

certainty) and ambivalence (those words that denote conflicting feelings)
in the rational analytical problem-solving style of counseling.

Hypothesis

8

As a result of counseling with the rational analytical style of

counseling each of the anxiety indicators (indefinites and ambivalence)

will be predicted to occur in an ordered manner with
quency from time segment 1 to time segment

a

decrease in fre-

6.

Rationale
Since the analytical problem-solving style of therapy does not deal

with affect,

it

allows the client the safety of dealing only with client-

stated problems in a rational cognitive way.

The increased counselor

activity through structuring and examination of cause and effect re-

presents a contractual agreement in problem solving.
duces minimal threat and anxiety.

Hence the style pro-

Client anxiety will be highest at the

beginning of the interview, but will decrease as the counselor structures

.
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the Interview, since
the counselor deals
with cognitive matter
and
avoids the interpretation
or probing of client
feeling.
(See Appendix
for list of anxiety
indicators.)

Hypothesis in
The rational analytical
problem-solving style of therapy
will produce a decrease in both
positive and negative emotional
words emitted
by the client.

Hypothesis

11

As a result of counseling
with the rational analytical
style of
counseling both positive and
negative emotional words will
be predicted
to occur in an ordered
manner with a decrease in
frequency from segment 1
to segment 6.

Rationale
Since the active structuring style
produces a rational, cognitive

arena

m

which to help the client in his
problem solving, as the coun-

seling session progresses there will
be a marked decrease in the frequency of both positive and negative
emotional words utilized.

The active

structuring style gives no explicit recognition
to feelings, rather implicitly accepts feelings when stated.

Since the counselor does not rein-

force the exploration of feelings, and since
the style represents an
abstract, other-referent style of counseling, the
frequency, both positive
and negative, will decrease in an ordered manner
over the course of the

interview

Positive emotional words are defined as any word used
by the client
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which implies (1) fear, anxiety, doubt,
indecision, dismay, sadness or
pain, or (2) anger, quarrelsomeness, surliness,
grimness, offensiveness,

belligerence or defensive negativism.

(See Appendix.)

The third group of hypotheses compare each of the
verbal indicators

across both the rational analytic and the reconstructive
styles as

result of experimenter influence.

a

The hypotheses and their rationales

are as follows:

Hypothesis

3

There is no significant difference in total verbal output as a

function of counselor influence across styles.

Hypothesis

6

There is no significant difference in self-referent words emitted
by the client as a function of counselor influence across styles.

Hypothesis

9

There are no significant differences in anxiety indicators emitted
by the client as a result of experimenter influence.

Hypothesis 12
There are no significant differences in either positive or negative
emotional words as a result of counselor influence.

Hypothesis 14
There are no statistically significant differences between any of
the six verbal indicators in the rational analytical style of counseling
as a result of experimenter influence.
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Rationale
Since the training procedures
developed a systematic training
model
with built-in intermediary criteria
that can be analyzed, reproduced,
and
correlated to client dependent variables,
experimenter influence was

adequately controlled.

The training procedures also presented
the con-

ceptualization of a specific style which was
operationally defined, understood and duplicated by the counselor.

The control group also employed a

systematic training procedure of simulation and
role playing developed by
Stanton (1971) which also controlled experimenter
influence.

In research

terms this should result in finding no significant
main effects for the

counselor.

The training program was to prevent counselor deviation
from

the overall style.

The fourth area focused on is differentiated client outcome
as a

result of the techniques of the overall style.

The hypothesis and

rationale are as follows:

Hypothesis 13
There are statistically significant differences produced by the
five techniques on any of the six verbal indicators.

Different techniques will produce different client outcomes.

The

training program provided a more scientific basis to evaluate the relationship between the techniques used and client outcome criteria.

Since

the techniques have been operationalized, adequately defined according
to predetermined verbal constructs, it should be possible to differ-

entiate both techniques and client outcome obtained.

.
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SUMMARY

:

This Chapter reviewed all pertinent literature related to the
present
study.

Included was the relationship between the rational analytic style

of counseling and relevant theoretical and empirical research that

supported the construction of this style.

The training program, in-

cluding the programmed text and the video component, was examined and
the efficacy of the training model described.

The areas of experimenter

influence, comparisons of counseling styles and the role of content analysis in counseling research were also related to the literature.

The

hypotheses which grew out of the research were also presented.

Chapter III will present the methodology and procedures utilized in this
study

CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

This chapter presents the procedures for developing the video

interactive training model.

The development of the programmed text,

including the development of the post-test, is discussed first.

The

development of the video component, including the construction of each
skill level, is the second item discussed.

Thirdly, the results of

the training program are presented and finally, the data collecting

methods and the analysis procedures are explained.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAM TEXT AND POST TEST

The instruments used in phase 1 were a programmed text and a post
test which measured the counselor’s understanding of the information

presented in the text.

The following pages give a detailed discussion

of how the programmed text (Appendix) designed for the study is based
on concepts derived from the analytical problem solving style of
therapy.
parts;

The program, which is in booklet form, is divided into three

introduction, techniques, and use of the techniques.

The intro-

duction is composed of 36 frames, the characteristics and techniques
comprise 72 frames, and the review of characteristics and techniques

comprise 15, for a total of 123 frames.
- 39 -

The frames were constructed so
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as to familiarize the counselors with the characteristics
of the

rational analytic style of therapy, and to familiarize the
counselor

with the operational techniques of the style to the extent that
he can:
(1) duplicate all the techniques with appropriate classes of verbal

statements, and (2) demonstrate the ability to produce certain syntactical

variations in the verbal statements without significantly changing the

meaning or focus of the technique.
The frames in the first part of the program are short and easy to

identify.

Because of the complex counselor behavior that is expected as

the terminal objective of the program, the frames become increasingly

longer and more difficult.

Review frames are dispersed throughout the

entire program with the frequency of review frames increasing as the program expands.

The two major types of prompts, thematic and formal, are

used extensively in the construction of the frames.

litate learning serve two functions.

’’First,

Prompts which faci-

they serve to minimally

guide so that student responses are not over controlled to the extent
that no thought or effort is required.

Second, they serve to keep the

error rate low so that incorrect responses will not produce unnecessary

competition during learning.”
p.

(Taber, Glaser, and Schaefer, 1965,

92.)
A formal prompt gives a part of the response desired as a stimulus

to the student.

The thematic prompt, on the other hand, depends on the

general properties of the prompting stimulus rather than on its exact
form.

There are

a

variety of prompts available; however, the prompts

frame strucmost characteristic of this program were partial response,
ture,

inductive and grammatical structure frames.

:
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Partial response and structural prompts are formal prompts.

In the

partial response prompt, part of the desired response is
presented as
prompt.

a

They take the form of cues that give either the first or last

letters of the correct response.
The type of structural prompt used in this program specified, in
the length of the dotted response line, the number of letters in the

correct response.

An example of a partial response used in this program

follows
The counselor statement, "Let’s examine again the reasons
why you think you will fail,” is another example of
fy_iL ng^a cause and effect relationship.
L

£lari

Response:

Clarifying

An example of a structural prompt used in this problem follows:
The counselor statement, "Tell me more about the reasons
for your shyness," is an example whereby the counselor
relaattempts to clarify the c_ a u s e and
tionship.

effect^

Response:

Cause and Effect

Inductive and grammatical structure prompts are thematic prompts.

Gram-

matical structure prompts utilize articles like "a" or "an".
The counselor statement, "Your problem relationship with
authority figures is the reason why you're having such
difficulty on your job," is an example where a counselor
the cause and effect
gives an
problem.
present
client's
the
of

ex^lanationof

Response:

Explanation

The inductive prompts capitalize on the use of an example to elicit
the correct response.

program follows:

i

An example of an inductive prompt used in this
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Client statement "!'ve done so poorly
in high school that
I don t know whether I'll
be accepted in college."

Counselor response, "You don't know whether
you'll be accepted
in college,
is an example of

restatement.

Response:

Restatement

Review frames were included after the introduction
of each new concept.

Many review frames were duplicates of previously
introduced frames.

However, there were review frames which summarized
content which had been

introduced up to that point in the program text.
The program is linear, thereby requiring the student to
respond to
each individual frame, by recording his answer in the space provided
in
the booklet.

lhe student is provided with immediate feedback as to the

correct response to each frame by turning the page where the correct response is recorded.

learning units and
frame.

Characteristically, linear programs contain small
a

limited number of responses required in

a

given

Constructed answer frames are the sole response utilized in this

program.
The program was administered to twenty graduate students enrolled in
a

Theories of Counseling course at the University of Massachusetts during

the summer of 1970.

The students were instructed to ask questions and

to give comments about the program.

Those frames which seem to present

the most difficulty and a high incidence of response error were revised
by using additional frames to clarify the content.

The program was then examined by three professional counselors at
the University of Massachusetts who indicated areas of weakness and

suggested alternative ways of constructing the inappropriate frames.
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The program was rewritten with the addition
of new, and revised frames.
The post test (Appendix) designed to evaluate
the student's know-

ledge of the program text was composed of seven
questions of two types,

multiple choice and fill-ins.

The questions were based on content

within the program, and were chosen from an original
pool of 50 items.
The original pool of items were of several types:
true-false, matching,

multiple choice, fill-ins, and constructed answer.

The 50 items were

piloted by 30 graduate students enrolled in one of three courses,
Theories of Counseling, Occupational Placement, or Counseling Techniques,
at the University of Massachusetts during the summer of 1970.

The stu-

dents were instructed to ask questions, to give comments and to make

suggestions for improving the construction of each item.

An item analy-

sis of the original 50 items using a point-biserial r was computed.

Of the twenty individuals who took the test, twenty-seven per cent of
those who scored highest, and twenty-seven per cent of those who scored

lowest were at the criterion group.

For each item, a proportion was

established in the upper criterion group and in the lower group.

For

example, on item one, the number of people who obtained the correct

answer was placed over the total number of people in the upper criterion
group.

The same procedure for item

1

was followed in the lower criterion

group, the total number of people being the same as in the upper

criterion.

Using an abac, the correlation is determined as follows:

proportion of subjects in the upper criterion group who pass

a

The

given item

is found on the ordinate.

The corresponding proportion from the low group

is found on the abscissa.

The estimated point— biserial r is found at the

perpendicular intersection of these values.

(Source: Guilford, 1954.)
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For each item, a correlation of .5 or above
was used to establish the

discrimination level.

Of the original 50 items, seven items were used

as the post test for the program text.

The seven items and their

corresponding biserial r is presented in the Appendix.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE VIDEO-INTERACTIVE
TRAINING MODEL

The purpose of the video-interactive model is to train coun-

selors in the utilization of an analytical problem-solving style of

therapy by the employment of a video program of prompt, practice, and
feedback, until each counselor obtains a demonstrable level of proficiency
in each designated operational technique of the style.

The video-inter-

active model represents a continuum of increasing counselor proficiency
in the employment of the rational analytic problem-solving style of

counseling.

The video interactive training model was developed with the

aid of five graduate students from the counselor theories course and three

staff members from the Upward Bound Program at the University of Massachusetts.

In order to obtain a sufficient pool of client responses for

the video interactive training model, three graduate students, two

Upward Bound staff members, and ten Upward Bound students, each produced
five client statements in each of the five techniques utilized in the
study.

This pool represented seventy-five client statements for each

of the five specific techniques.

Five graduate students from the

counseling theories course, who had assisted in the development of the

program manual and who had successfully completed the program text and
seventythe post test of the program manual, rated the three hundred and

|i

-
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five client responses as to their
difficulty to produce a counselor

response to the client statement.

A scale of one to five was used
to

differentiate the difficulty of each client
response.

The client state-

ments which most easily elicited a
counselor statement because of their

length and syntactical construction were
placed in level one.

The

counselor had to respond with the appropriate
technique from the content
spoken by the client.

A cause and effect relationship stated by
the client

could be relatively easy for the counselor to identify
if the statement

was short, logical, and consistent with other statements
made by the
client.

If,

however, the cause and effect relationship was imbedded

in a great deal of extraneous

material it would become more difficult

to identify and consequently more difficult for the counselor
to respond.

Those client statements which presented the most difficulty for an appropriate counselor response were placed in level five.
The video-interactive model was comprised of a series of video

simulations.

Initially counselor-client interactions were videotaped

and the trainees had to identify the proper counselor technique

employed.

with

a

As the training program progresses, the trainee was confronted

videotaped client statement to which he was forced to respond with

the appropriate technique of the rational analytic style.

The actors and

actresses in the video scenes were comprised of Upward Bound students,
Upward Bound staff, and graduate students.

None of the personnel used

in the video training program had any previous acting experience.

insured for greater spontaneity.

This

The two narrators who explained the

technique and the rationale for its use, both had had experience in
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public speaking and drama.

There were five levels employed in the

video-interactive training model.

bevel 1.

I

lie

counselor would be given the pretest,

lie

would then

be given the programmed manual to study until he had

familiarized himself with the total analytical problemsolving style of therapy.

As a criterion to indicate that

the counselor had familiarized himself with the operational

conditions of each technique as well as having acquired the
ability to produce syntactical variations in the paradigm
ol

each technique without significantly changing the mean-

ing or focus.

The criterion level to be obtained was 80%

correct responses on the post test.

obtained in order to move to level 2.

This criterion must be
If the counselor

had not successfully passed the post, test, he would re-

peat the program text until he reached criterion level on
the post test.

Level 2.

This represented the counselor's ability to select out and

differentiate the proscribed counseling styles from twenty
(20) brief video scenes of counselor-client interactions.

The counselor had to designate not only the style, but
also he had to differentiate the various operational tech-

niques which corresponded to the three major characteristics
that comprised the analytical problem solving style.

Seven-

teen (17) error-free responses out of a possible twenty (20)

represented the minimal criterion lor successful completion
of level 2.

If the counselor failed at any of the skill

:
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levels, that level would be repeated until the

counselor was able to meet the established criterion.

An example utilized in level 2 of the video-interactive training

model
Client:

"I really don't think you care about my problems."

Counselor:

"Let's examine why you think that way."

Narrator: "The technique employed is the establishing of a
cognitive set. While using this technique the counselor analyzes the client's problem in a rational,
analytical manner. This analysis produces a definite kind of client tone or response. The counselor
does not ignore feeling statements but rather shifts
feeling statements into cognitive statements. The
client statement (I really don't think you care
about my problems), which is a strong feeling statement, is shifted by the counselor into a cognitive
statement (Let's examine why you think that way)."

Level 3.

This represented a higher degree of proficiency on the part
of the counselor in recognizing each of the five techniques
that made up the rational analytic problem solving style of

counseling.

There were five (5) client-counselor statements

which had been judged more difficult by the expert raters
than those utilized in level two.

The counselor was forced

not only to ascertain the correct technique used, but also
tape
to duplicate the intervention technique orally into a

recorder while he viewed a videotaped client statement.
placement of the statements were randomly ordered.

The

The coun

statements
selor had to correctly identify all five client
technique.
utilized and successfully reproduce the proper

:

:
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total criteria for successfully
completing level throe
wae the successful recognition
of twenty out of twenty-five
of the client-counselor
statements.
I

lie

An example utilized in level 3
of the video-interactive
training

model
Client

d on t lik(3 grass but I have to
smoke or else
the kids won't like me."
'

"J

Counselor:

,

"because you fear the kids will dislike
you,
you force yourself to smoke grass."

Narrator: "The technique the counselor
employed was analysis of
cause and effect.
Usually when a client gives a statement he states the effect first, and then
the cause.
lie counselor when
clarifying or expanding cause and
effect relationships, usually shifts the statement:
so
the client can analyze the cause of his
behavior and
then look immediately at the effects.
Consequently,
the counselor first analyzed the cause of the
client's
problem (...you fear the kids will dislike you, and
immediately interpreted the effect of this relationship
(you force yourself to smoke grass)."
I

Level 4.

This represented the same training format as level three with
one important exception.

Two signaling devices attached to

each arm of a chair represented each of the three trained

response categories which were introduced into the counseling simulation.

The right arm signal represented the

techniques of refocusing and restatement which corresponded
to the first major characteristic of the style-focusing in
a

present time perspective.

The left arm signal represented

the techniques of establishing a cognitive set and discri-

mination of cause and effect which corresponded to the

:
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second major characteristic— analysis of cause and
effect.
Both ami signals depressed simultaneously represented
the

technique oi advice giving with supportive measures which

corresponded to the third major characteristic
11

1

— providing

alternative solutions coupled with positive reinforcement.

Bach time the counselor produced a trained response, he

depressed the corresponding signaling device, thus signaling
his intent to the technician in the adjoining control room.

The counselor had to produce and successfully tag at least
two error-free responses for the operational techniques that

corresponded to the three major characteristics of the
overall style.

Two expert raters trained in the recognition

of the designated operational techniques would examine

a

typescript of client responses and validate successful com-

pletion of level four.
a

Twelve (12) correct responses out of

possible fifteen (15) was the minimal criterion for success-

ful completion of level 3.

An example utilized in level 4 of video-interactive training

model
Client:

"I've always been lonely."

Counselor:

"You're still lonely."

Notice the client
Narrator: "The technique employed is refocusing.
lonely). The
been
always
(J've
behavior
stated a past
present-time
a
into
behavior
this
counselor refocused
perspective by shifting the verb tense from past to present
(J've been) to (you are) and by including the adverb still
to emphasize the shift from past time to present time (You're
still lonely)."
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Level

5.

This represented an extension of
level four.

The counselor,

after viewing a counselee response
orally recorded into a tape

recorder and tagged by depressing the
designated arm signal
the appropriate response which
corresponded to one of the

operational techniques of the three major
characteristics
of the analytic problem-solving style.

There were twenty (20)

video client statements, randomly ordered, to
which the counselor had to produce sixteen (16) error-free responses,
at
least four in each of the three major characteristics
that

comprised the style.

Sixteen (16) out of twenty (20) or

eighty percent (80%) successful responses allowed the coun-

selor to proceed to the terminal evaluation.

An example utilized in level

5

of the video interactive training

model:
Client:
"What should I do?
I really would like to go to
college. My grades and board scores are high enough to
be accepted and I’ve got to start a life of my own, but
my mother depends on me for income since my father died
and she feels I should get a job and still go to college."

Counselor:
"You can work this out. You could work full time
taking night courses until your mother gets back on her
feet, making your situation only temporary, or you could
work part time, sharing the responsibility of earning
money with the rest of your family, and also go to school
part time."

Narrator: "This is one of many appropriate counselor responses. The
technique employed is advice giving. In this technique,
the counselor first provides supportive reinforcement,
relating to the client that he can make a decision or can
successfully complete one of two or more alternatives.
Notice the counselor first supported the decision making
ability of the client "you can work this out", and then
provided the client with two alternative courses of action."
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An additional example
utilized in level
training model:

5

of the video-interactive

Client:

"I've always had to find my
own fun for myself."
Counselor:
"You're still trying to find
your own fun."
Narrator:
Ihe technique employed is
refocusing.
Notice the rl inniSt
1” 1
(I Ve 3lWayS
ad t0 flnd
lor
"V 0Mn
for myseirj.
myself)
The counselor
,
refocused i-hio
*
present time perspective by
shifting the verb tense from
past^to present (I've always
had to find my own fun)
to
(.you re still trying to
find your own fun).
Notice the
ver s till was included to
emphasize the shift to
present time (You're still trying
to find your own fun)."

™

''

„

Figure

1

summarizes the criterion levels the
trainee had to reach

for each of the five levels
of the video-interactive training
model.

CRITERION LEVELS FOR VIDEO-INTERACTIVE
TRAINING
iivrJilNXlNYj nuunu
MODEL
Counselor 1

Counselor

2

Counselor

Level 1
Program Text & Post Test

100%

100%

100%

Level 2
Technique Recognition

100%

100%

100%

3
|

1

Level 3
Technique Recognition

100%

100%

100%

Level 4
Technique Reproduction

80%

100%

100%

Level 5
Technique Reproduction & Tagging

80%

100%

100%

1

Figure

1.

TREATED CONTROL GROUP

The treated control group used the same three E

f

s

and six different
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S's selected from the Upward
Bound Program.

Stanton’s (1971) study was

undertaken concurrently and
describes the reconstructive
style of therapy
detail elsewhere. However, the
following paragraphs give a brief
description of that style and the
training procedures used with
the con

m

trol group.

The reconstructive style of therapy
contains many of the

conventional characteristics of psychotherapy
in which the counselor
focuses on manifest and dynamic content.

Manifest content refers to the

client's overt expressions - his outright
verbal communications; and to
that aspect of behavior that can be
seen - his expressive movements,
posture, initial reactions and personal
mannerisms.

Dynamic content is

essentially inferential - the inferred forces
that are presumably pur-

posive or responsible for the behavior observed,
for example, hostility,
fear, guilt, or depression.
Hie goal of reconstructive therapy, through identifying
manifest

content and focusing on dynamic content, is to reshape the
client's
learned behavioral patterns of coping with problems which have
been non-

productive.

Within the process of working through

a problem,

the client-

should gain insight and introspection which will facilitate more effective

methods of problem solving.

In a reconstructive style, the counselor

takes a stance that gives explicit recognition to feelings.

Through the

exploratory operations of probing, interpretation, and clarification,
the counselor deals with feeling and content which allows the client
to relate past behaviors to present difficulties.

The reconstructive style of therapy is systematic, discriminating,
and objective.

The style is systematic in that it

lias

an opening, a

s

.
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middle, and an end, and contains the
following characteristics:
1.

The counselor makes implicit assumptions.

2.

The counselor focuses on the dynamics of
past events.

3.

The counselor makes explicit references to
feelings.

4.

The counselor relates emotion and feelings to
present

situations
5.

The Counselor facilitates the counselee in identifying,

labeling, and exploring the dynamics of past events, and

relating them to current emotions.
6.

The counselor becomes a supportive person.

The specific techniques employed in Stanton's style were the tech-

niques of interpretation, probing, clarification, restatement, reflection,
and summarization.

An interpretation is to connect together one or more

statements which usually link or explain observations.

counselee statements by means of

a

question.

A probe examines

A clarification is an open-

ended statement which is used to investigate ambiguous or counselee statements.

A restatement brings counselee presented experiences to bear upon

content being presently discussed.

A reflection restates the counselee'

comments, giving recognition to the main substance and to the feelings.
And finally, a summarization restates one or more points that a counselee
has verbalized.

Since Stanton's study represented a parallel research

project and was the treated control group for this study, similar
training programs were utilized.

Doth studies developed in the first

phase of training a program text.

While this study developed a video

training component for the second phase of training, Stanton's
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dissertation developed a
role-playing mo del for training
counselors in
the reconstructive style
of counseling. However,
both studies developed
a trained and validated
style of counseling on an a
priori basis

SUBJECTS
The subjects who participated
in this study include three
professional counselors and adolescents
chosen on a volunteer basis.
There
were no financial incentives
offered.
The subjects, who participated
as counselors, hereafter re-

Lis.

ferred to as

E s,

were three white male professional
counselors who had

been selected on the basis of theoretical
knowledge, formal training,

and counseling experience.

Counselors 1 and

2

hold doctorates in coun-

selor education and have had extensive
training and counseling experience

Counselor

3

does not have a doctorate but is equally
experienced.

The

rationale for using experienced counselors is
to maximize the training
program which may be required for counselor trainees
and to help assure
that the final sessions will be conducted as
prescribed.
Sis.

The subjects who participated as clients will hereafter
be

referred to as S's, were six Upward Bound students, three
males and
three females.

]

here were two black males and one white male, one black

female and two white females.

The age range for all clients was 16-19.

Upward Bound is a federally funded pre-college preparatory program
housed at the University of Massachusetts.

The program is designed to

generate the skills and motivation necessary for success in education,
beyond high school, among young people from low-income backgrounds and
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inadequate secondary school
preparation and serves twenty
co-unities in
the western Massachusetts area.
At present, there are 120
students enrolled who come from rural and
urban settings, and who represent
varied
ethnic backgrounds.

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
Lach counselor was assigned a number
in order of his sessions with
a client.

Likewise, the six clients were &iven a
number in order of

their appearance with a specific counselor.

session with each of two clients.

Each counselor had an hour

Thus, counselor 1 had a session with

client 1, then client 2, followed by counselor
clients labeled client 1, and client 2.

2

who had two different-

Counselor

3

also saw two clients,

one identified as client 1, and the other as client
2.
The room for these interviews was carpeted and furnished
with two

chairs, a coffee table and two wall paintings.

It was equipped with a

one-way mirror which was partially draped by curtains, and a microphone

centrally located on the coffee table.
equally distant between the E and the

The coffee table was arranged
S.

A four-track stereophonic tape recorder was placed in the tech-

nician's room which was adjacent to the experimental room.

rooms are connected via a one-way mirror.

The two

The counseling session was

recorded on channel A by means of the microphone located in the ex-

perimental room.

The input on channel B consisted of two buttons

activated by a signaling device with which the E tagged
sponse class.

a

specific re-

Channel B was arranged in the following manner.

Two
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buttons attached one to either
arm of the experimenter's chair
were
connected by parallel circuits to
two sounding devices.
One sounding
device, when activated, emitted a
high-pitched beep; the other, a buzz.
In addition,

depressing both simultaneously provides
a third tone.

These in turn were inputed directly
into channel

B.

The arrangement of the signaling device
was given to the counselors
in the following instructions:

"In order to tag a response, you must

press down on either arm of the chair, or both,
simultaneously.

Press

the right arm of the chair to tag a response
of refocusing or restatement.

Press the left arm of the chair to tag the techniques
of establishing a

cognitive set or analysis of cause and effect.

Press both arms of the

chair to designate advice-giving with support.

Each response should be

tagged as you are emitting, or just before you are emitting the
response."
The reason lor pairing responses on

a

single button was to decrease the

cumbersome task of keeping track of six different buttons.

The tech-

niques were paired to be dissimilar so that the judges would be able to

discriminate more readily which of the two techniques the

E tagged.

For

example, one tone indicated that the E intended to tag either a refocusing
or restatement.

Since both techniques were indicated by one tone, the

raters had to distinguish which technique was intended before he could

evaluate the appropriateness.
Each counseling session was transcribed and the typescripts corrected
for errors.

The tapes were then played again so that each typescript

could be divided into six ten-minute segments as measured by a stop watch.
Each segment was indicated on the typescript by drawing a line under the

last sentence of each consecutive time period, and the time period

.
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indicated in the margin.

As the typescripts were
being divided into

time segments, counselor
tagged responses were indicated
by placing an
ink mark at the beginning
of each statement. These
indicators were used
to

insure that the judges rate
all counselor tagged statements.

The two judges were given two
tapes for which they rated all
tagged
responses.
They listened to each tape
while simultaneously reading the
corresponding typescript. A scoring
sheet for the judges' use was
designed in the following manner: The
techniques were alphabetically

listed across the top of the graph
paper.' The statements were listed
numerically on the left vertical axis.
The judges placed a check mark
in the appropriate coordinating
point for all the correctly tagged re-

sponses.

If a judge deemed a technique to
be inappropriately tagged, he

checked the technique used but placed a minus
sign to indicate that the

statement was not tagged as such.
To simplify the coding process after each
typescript had been

rated, the appropriate numerical code of each
technique judged would be

transcribed from the judges' sheet to the corresponding
statement in the
typescript.

The typescripts would then be submitted to a professional

keypuncher.

After each typescript was keypunched, a computer program (Zimmer
and Cowles, 1970) with specific adaptations for this study, was written
by Wightman,

Cowles, and Lee (1970) and implemented to analyze the

verbal behavior of clients and counselors as set forth in the
hypotheses
The program, Content Analysis (Zimmer and Cowles, 1971), used to

analyze the sessions was written for a CDC 3600, 32K Drum Scope system
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one line printer, and
two intermediate
scratch

units.

(Note that the CDC 3600
uses card punches fro m
an IBM 026
keypunch.) The program was
designed to afford the user
a program which
would require relatively
few programming changes
for Implementation on
a
different computer system.

Currently, Content Analysis
analyses the conversation of
up to
four individuals, producing
frequency counts and type-token
ratios on
each independent conversation.
It provides further
analysis, such as
word extraction, self-reference
words, ind'efinites, positive
and
negative emotional words,
ambivalence constructions, etc.
Each run requires five control cards:
(1) number of sets of data to be analyzed,
(2) the names of the speaker,

(3) the format of the data being entered,

(4) the type of analysis desired and a
title description, and
(5) a data

control card.

The data control card indicates
such options listing the

input data, symbol extractions, words
in parentheses excluded, the
names
of the speakers whose conversations are
to be acted upon and the actual

keywords the user wished to analyze.

Any additional analysis on a

single set of data requires only the information
requested on cards
four and five.
lor the purpose of this study, the program
was written to analyze
the conversation of two people, the counselor and
the client.

It

analyzed the conversation in terms of the following verbal
indicators:
tokens (total words), self-references, indefinites, ambivalence
con-

structions, positive and negative emotional words.

The analyses pro-

vided the total frequency of each verbal indicator as well as the
frequency for each individual segment throughout a given conversation.
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E ach

hour-long session was divided into
ten six-minute segments.

In

addition, the program analyzed the
client's response, following a

counselor tagged response, on each
verbal indicator.
Identical procedures of data collection
were employed with the

treated control group.

SUMMARY

In summary, Chapter III presented a
description of the subjects

used in the study, a description of the development
of the rational

analytical style of counseling, the training program, along
with the
results, and the total procedures for collecting, processing,
and

analyzing the data.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Chapter IV presents the results of the
analysis of variance
to test the hypotheses described
in Chapter III.

used

The chapter consists

of a description of the computer
program and research design for hypo-

theses 1-12 and

a

presentation of the results for the first
analysis.

The section also presents the research
design for hypotheses 13-14 as

well as

a

presentation of the results.

The implications and discussion

of the findings are presented in Chapter V.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The computer program utilized for all analysis of variance
was

developed by James Roberge of Temple University.

The program permits

an analysis of variance in a three-factor experiment with repeated

measures on one or two of the three factors.
by Dr. Eleanor Wood

This program was revised

of the Boston College Center for School Research

and Field Services to perform a two-factor experiment with repeated

measures on the last factor.
At each step of the analysis the program was tested for accuracy
by utilizing known data and results from Winer (1960, pp. 341-343).

The first analysis represents a

repeated measures on the last factor.
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3

x 2 x 6 factorial design with

The first factor represents
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counselors.

There were three counselors
involved in the study.

training was described in
Chapter III.

The second

I

actor,

[»,

Their

represents

sytle.

There were two styles present
in the study, the rational
analytic*! problem solving style
of counseling and the
reconstructive. The
third factor, c, represents
time segments; the sixty-minute
counseling
session was divided into six
ten-minute segments. This division
into
equal time segments permitted a
time span investigation of trends
across
the time segments.
The subjects were evaluated during
all six time

segments (C), but' only evaluated on
one level for either A or

B.

The

dependent variables used in the analysis
of variance were the frequencies
oi

the six different word categories.

The word frequencies were derived

from Zimmer and Cowles content
analysis program described in Chapter III.

All of the data were run at the Boston
College Computer Center utilizing
an TDM 360-40 computer.

minimum level

oi

A probability level of .05 was decided on
as the

statistical significance throughout all analysis.

Ri;sm;rs or hyi’otii i:si:s 1-12

The. first analysis tested null hypotheses 1-12 described in

Chapter III.

For the readers convenience the hypotheses are repeated

before each analysis.
The ANOVA design used to test the hypotheses is outlined in

Figure 2.

This design allows the researcher to measure not only the

three main effects, i.e., counselor, style, and time segments, but

also any interactions, between these main effects.

.
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COMPARISON OF VERBAL INDICATORS ACROSS
TWO STYLES OF COUNSELING
FIGURE 2.

ANOVA design for hypotheses 1-12
Time Segment

Couns

Style

Subj

r

C1

C2

c3

c4

C5

C6

»

B

1

i

2

Ai
B2

1
2

B1

1
2

A2
b2

1
2

*

*

B1

1
2

A3
B2

1
2

-

Figure 3 presents the degrees of freedom for the design shown in
Figure 2. A frequency of .5324 is needed for statistical significance.

FIGURE 3.

— Degrees

of freedom for analysis

1
^

r

Degrees of Freedom

Between Subject

NPQ-1

-

!

!

i

A (Counselor)

P-1

2

B (Style)

Q-i

1

A B

3etween Error (Subj. w/group)

Within Subjects
C (Time Segments)

(P-l)

i

i

(Q-l)

2

PQ

(N-l)

6

NPQ

(N-l)

1

N-l

60
5

A C

(P-l)

(N-X)

10

B C

(Q-l)

(N-l)

5

ABC

(r-i)

(Q-D

(N-l) 10
1

i

Within Error (C X Subj.
w/group)

(PQ)(N-1)(N-1)

30

1

i

Total:

71

71

.
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Table

1

presents the results of the
ANOVA for the following
three

hypotheses

HYPOTHESIS

1

There are no diilerences between
the rational analytical
problem
solving style of counseling and
the control group in the total
verbal
output emitted by the client.

HYPOTHESIS

2

As a result of counseling with the
rational analytical style of

counseling the total verbal output of the
client will be predicted to
occur in an ordered manner with no change
in frequency from segment

1

to segment 6.

HYPOTHESIS

3

lhere is no significant difference in total
verbal output as a

function of counselor influence.

RESULTS OF ANOVA ANALYSIS OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
TOKENS EMITTED BY CLIENT
ACROSS TWO COUNSELING STYLES
sv

df

Mean Sq.

F

P

2

455264 00

0.69

N.S.

1

516656.00
954944.00

0.78

N.S.

2

1.44

N.S.

Subj. w/group

6

662050.63

Within Subjects:
C (Time segments)

60

0.30

N.S.

1.73
1.39

N.S.

1.02

N.S.

_

Between Subjects:
A (Counselor)
B

(Style)

A X B

AX

C

11

5

10

B X C

5

A X B X C
C X W w. G

10
30

.

12665
72697.56
58694.40
42758.40
42086.40

Table 1.

N.S.
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As demonstrated in Table
1, „ e were unable to reject
null

hypotheses 1, 2, and

3:

That is, we were unable
to demonstrate a sta-

tistically significant difference
in the total number of
tokens emitted
by the counselee across
styles, across counselors,
or across time segments.
Further, none of the interactions
were significant.
in other words, the style
of counseling did not affect
the total

number of words emitted by the
client.

The lack of statistically signi-

ficant differences between counselors
indicates that there were no
experimenter influence on subjects. The
lack of statistically significant
results across time segments indicates
that progression through the

session is unrelated to client output.
The first series of hypotheses deal
with the total number of tokens

emitted by the client.

The following series of hypotheses deal
with the

number of self-referent words emitted by the
counselee.

HYPOTHESIS 4
There will be no difference between the rational
analytical problem

solving style of counseling and the control group in
self-referent words

emitted by the client.

HYPOTHESIS

5

As a result of counseling with the rational analytical style of

counseling the self-referent words emitted by the client will be predicted to occur in an ordered manner with no change in frequency from

time segment
HYPOTHESIS

1 to time

segment

6.

6

There is no significant difference in self-referent words emitted
by the client as a function of counselor influence.

.
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Table

2

presents the results of the ANOVA for these
hypotheses.

RESULTS OF ANOVA ANALYSIS OF THE TOTAL NUMBER
OF CLIENT SELF-REFERENT WORDS
ACROSS TWO COUNSELING STYLES
sv

df

Between Subjects:
A (Counselor)

Mean Sq

F

P

1.93

N.S.

0.48

N.S.

0.79

N.S.

0.91

N.S.

0.71

N.S.

0.81
0.84

N.S.

11

B (Style)

1

A X B

2

13974.31
3472.00
5716.22

6

7245.52

Subj

.

2

w/group

Within Subjects:
C (Time segments)

60
10

B X C

5

A X B X C
.

470.67
366.06
416.44
433.34
515.00

5

A X C

C X Subj

1

10

w. G

30

N.S.

|

Table 2.

The data in Table 2 shows that we were unable to reject the null

hypothesis for hypotheses 4,

5,

and 6.

That is we were unable to demon-

strate a statistically significant difference in the total number of self-

referent words emitted by the counselee across styles, across counselors
or across time segments.
In other words,

Further, none of the interactions are significant.

the style of counseling did not effect the total

number of self-referent words emitted by the client.

The lack of statis-

tically significant differences between counselors (E's) indicates that

there is no experimenter influence on subjects.

The lack of statistically

significant results across time segments indicates that progression
through the session is unrelated to the number of self-referent words

emitted by the client.

.

.
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The second series of
hypotheses dealth with the
self-referent words
emitted by the client. The third
series of hypotheses deal with
anxiety
indicators (indefinites and ambivalent
constructions).

HYPOTHESIS

7

No significant differences exist
in anxiety indicators
(indefinites

and ambivalence) between the
rational analytical style and the
treated
control group.

HYPOTHESIS

S

As a result of counseling with the
rational analytical style of

counseling, each of the anxiety indicators
.can be predicted to occur in an

ordered manner with no change in frequency
from time segment

HYPOTHESIS

1 to

segment

6

9

There is no significant difference in anxiety
indicators emitted by
the client as a result of experimenter influence.

Table

3

presents the results for indefinites, while Table
4 presents

ambivalent statements emitted by the client.

RESULTS OP ANOVA ANALYSIS OF THE INDEFINITE WORDS EMITTED BY CLIENT
ACROSS TWO COUNSELING STYLES
sv

df

Between Subjects:
A (Counselor)
B (S tyle)

Mean Sq

!’

P

0.80
0.00
1.67

N.S.
N.S.

2

525.06
3.13
1093.17

6

653.26

0.55

N.S.

0.91
0.22

N.S.

1.13

N.S.

11
2
1

A X B
Subj. w/group

Within Subjects:
C (Time Segments)

60
10

B X C

5

.

.

44.71
74.21
18.22
91.82
81.30

5

A X C
A X B X C
w
C X Subj

N.S.

10
30

G
t.

»

Table

3

N.S.

.
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RESULTS or ANOVA ANALYSIS 01' THE
AMBIVALENT WORDS EMITTED BY CLIENTS
ACROSS TWO COUNSELING STYLES
SV

df

Between Subjects:

.

F

P

3492.66
40.50
6063 . 50

2.71
0.03
4.70

N.S

0.60
1.17
0.57
1.47

N.S.

11

A (Counselor)
B (Style)
A X B
Subj

Mean Sq

2
1

2

w/group

N.S.
N.S.

6

Within Subjects:
C (Time Segments)

60

A X B X C

10

75.00
147.22
72.00
183.75

C X Subj w. G

30

125.30

5

A X C

10

B X C

5

.

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

Table 4.

The data in Tables

3

and 4 demonstrate that we were unable to reject

the null hypotheses for hypotheses 7, 8, and

9.

That is, we were unable

to demonstrate a statistically significant difference in the total
number

of anxiety indicators emitted by the counselee across styles, across coun-

selors or across time segments.

Further, none of the interactions are

significant.
In other words,

the style of counseling did not effect the total

number of anxiety words (i.e., either indefinites or ambivalence) by the
clinet.

The lack of statistically significant differences between coun-

selors indicates that there are no experimenter influences on subjects.
The lack of statistically significant results across time segments indi-

cates that progression through the session is unrelated to the number of
anxiety words emitted by the client.

.

.
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The last group of hypotheses
dealt with anxiety indicators.

The

following group of hypotheses deal with
both positive and negative self
referent words.

HYPOTHESIS 10
There will be no difference between the
rational analytical style

of counseling and the control group in
either positive or negative selfreferent words.

HYPOTHESIS 11
As a result of counseling with the rational analytical
style of

counseling both positive and negative emotional words can
be predicted
to occur in an ordered manner with no change in
frequency from segment 1
to segment 6.

HYPOTHESIS 12
There are no significant differences in either positive or negative

emotional words as a result of counselor influence.

RESULTS OF ANOVA ANALYSIS OF THE POSITIVE SELF -REFERENT WORDS EMITTED BY
CLIENTS ACROSS TWO COUNSELING STYLES
sv

Between Subjects:
A (Counselor)

df

Mean Sq

F

P

11
2

595.59

0.73

N.S.

B (Style)

1

1378.13

1.69

N.S

A X B

2

415.63

0.51

N.S.

6

817.66

0.52

N.S.

1.53

N.S.

0.94

N.S.

1.86

N.S.

Sub j

.

w/group

Within Subjects:
C (Time Segments)

60

A X B X C

10

48.88
143.17
88.40
173.99

C X Subj w. G

30

93.65

A X C
B X C

5

10
5

_

Table

5.

.
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RESULTS or A NOVA ANALYSIS OF THE
NEGATIVE SELF-REFERENT WORDS EMITTED
DY
sv

df

Between Subjects:
A (Counselor)

Mean Sq.

P

P

11
2

334.68

1.36

N.S.

B (Style)

1

19.02

0.08

A X B

N.S.

2

205.93

0.83

N.S.

0.54

N.S.

1.22

N.S.

2.16

N.S.

10

18.98
42.61
75.58
30.50

0.87

N.S.

30

35.03

Subj. w/group

6

Within Subjects:
C (Time Segments)

60
5

A X C

10

B X C

5

A X n X C
C X Subj. w.

G

1

Table

6

The null hypotheses are not rejected for hypotheses 10, 11, and
12.

There are no significant differences for either positive or negative

emotional words between styles, across time segments, or as

counselor influence.
In other words,

a

result of

Further none of the interactions are significant.
the style of counseling did not effect the total

number of either positive or negative self-referent words emitted by the
client.

The lack of statistically significant differences between

counselors indicates that there are no demonstrable experimenter influences on subjects.

The lack of statistically significant results

across time segments indicates that progression through the session is

unrelated to the number of positive or negative self-referent words
emitted by the client.

.
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results or hypotheses 13 and 14
I

lie

second series of analysis investigated the
questions of whether

or not the five techniques described in
Chapter III produce statistically

significant differences in the six verbal indicators
on the part of the
client.
The design employed was a

measures on the last factor N-2.

3

x 5 factorial design with repeated

The first factor has three levels;

i.e., three different counselors, while the second factor
has five levels;
i.e.,

the five techniques.

There are five techniques:

B^,

the technique

of refocusing; B2, the technique of restatement; B3, the technique
of es-

tablishing a cognitive set; B4, is the technique of analysis of cause and
effect; and B5, is the technique of advice-giving support.

were observed under all five levels of

B,

The subjects

but only one level of A.

The criterion is the frequency distribution of the difference verbal

indicators under each of the treatment techniques.
Figure 4

shows the research design for analysis 2, and Tigure

5

demonstrates the degree of freedom.
COMPARISON OF VERBAL INDICATORS ACROSS FIVE TECHNIQUES
FIGURE 4.

—Research

design for analysis

2

TECHNTOUES
Bl

Couns

V

Subi
1
2

A2

1
2

A3

1

2

Refocusing

b2

Restatement

b3

Establishing Cognitive Set

b4

Analysis
Cause &
Effect

B5

Advice
Giving

:
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GOMPARISON OF VERBAL INDICATORS ACROSS
TWO COUNSELING STYLES

FIGURE

5.

Degrees of freedom for analysis

2

df

Between Subjects
A (Counselor)

Between error
(Subj. w/group)

Within Subjects
B (Technique)
AB

Within Error
(B X Subj. w* Group)
Total

I

NP-1
P-1
P (N-l)

5

2

3

NP (Q-l)

24

Q-l

4

(P-1) (Q-l)

8

12

29

lie

main group ol hypotheses deal with whether or not the five

techniques produce any statistically significant differences in the
quantity of verbal indicators.

There are also four sub-hypotheses

for

The hypotheses and sub— hypotheses are as

ttie

six verbal indicators.

follows

HYPOTHESIS 13

There are no statistically significant differences produced by
the five techniques on any of the six verbal indicators.

SUB-HYPOTHESIS

1

There are no statistically significant differences produced by

t lie

five techniques on the total number of words emitted by the client.

SUB-HYPOTHESIS

2

There are no statistically significant differences produced by the
five techniques on the number of self-referent words emitted by the client.
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SUB-HYPQTHESTS

3

Ihere are no statistically
significant differences produced by
the

five techniques on anxiety indicators
(either indefinites or ambiva-

lences).

SUB-HYPOTHESIS 4
there are no statistically significant
differences produced by
the live techniques on either positive
or negative self-referent words.
I

he counselor factor incorporated in the
design allowed the

investigator to test the efficacy of the training
procedures employed
in the study.

Unlike analysis 1, in this analysis, all of the counselors

were employing the same group of techniques.
In other words,

significant main effects tor the counselor

factor would indicate that one or more of the counselors departed
from
the style while the lack oi signiticant results would indicate
conformity

across counselors in the given style.

The research design permitted a

test of the interactions between the counselors and the five techniques.

HYPOTHESIS 14
Ihere are no statistically significant differences between any

of the six verbal indicators in the rational analytical style of

counseling as a result of experimenter influence.

Tables

7

through 12 present the results for hypotheses 13 and 14.

.
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H SU1/i S 01 AN0VA or TOTAL
TOKENS EMITTED BY CLIENTS
A o,
o
ACROSS
THE FIVE TECHNIQUES OF THE
RATIONAL ANALYTIC STYLE

JUL_

Mean Sg

Retween Subjects
A (Counselor)

2

32277.50

Subj. w. Group

3

13589.66

Within Subjects
B (Techniques)

4
8

A X B
B X Subj w.

G

12

Table

2.38

N.S,

89828.50

3.32

N.S,

50983.75
27067.50

1.88

N.S.

7.

RESULTS OF ANOVA OF SELF-REFERENT WORDS EMITTED BY
CLILNIS ACROSS THE FIVE TECHNIQUES OF THE RATIONAL ANALYTIC
STYLE
sv

Between Subjects
A (Counselor)
Subj. w. Group

Within Subjects
B (Techniques)
A X B

B X Subj

.

w. G

df

Mean Sg.

F

P

651.70
124.87

5.22

N.S.

606.72
404.87

1.78
1.19

N.S.

8

12

340.28

2
3

4

.

Table 8.

N.S.

.
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RESULTS of anova of indefinites emitted
by clients across
THE FIVE TECHNIQUES OF THE RATIONAL
ANALYTIC STYLE
sv

df

Mean Sq.

F

P

1.19

N.S

3etween Subjects
A (Counselor)

2

617.20

Sub j

3

519.30

B (Techniques)

4

337.22

1.70

N.S.

A X B

8

179.62

0.90

N.S.

12

198.55

.

w . Group

Within Subjects

B X Sub j

.

w. G

...

Table

9.

RESULTS OF ANOVA OF AMBIVALENCE EMITTED BY CLIENTS ACROSS
THE FIVE TECHNIQUES OF THE RATIONAL
ANALYTIC STYLE

df

SV

Mean Sq.

F

P

0.92

N.S.

3

216.40
235.30

4

171.30

2.53

N.S.

8

94.90

1.40

N.S.

12

67.63

Between Subjects
A (Counselor)
Sub j

.

w . Group

2

Within Subjects
B

(Techniques)

A X B
B X Subj

.

w. G

-

Table 10.

.

.
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RESULTS OF ANOVA OF POSITIVE
EMOTIONAL WORDS EMITTED BY
ACROSS THE FIVE TECHNIQUES
CLIENT
OF THE RATIONAL ANLYTIC
STYLE
sv

df

Between Subjects
A (Counselor)
Sub j

.

w

.

Group

Mean Sq.

F

2

3132.03

1.03

N.S.

3

3047.40

4

1491.95

1.81

N.S

1.08

N.S.

T)

r

Within Subjects
B

(Techniques)

A X B

8

B X Subj. w.

G

12

887.45
822.65-

L

Table 11.

° F AN0VA 0F NEGATIVE EMOTIONAL
WORDS EMITTED BY CLIENT
ACROSS THE FIVE TECHNIQUES OF THE
RATIONAL ANALYTICAL

STyJe

SV

df

Mean Sq

F

P

0.59

N.S.

1.82

N.S.

1.08

N.S.

Between Subjects
A (Counselor)

2

13.90

Subj. w. Group

3

23.50

Within Subjects
B (Techniques)

4
8

13.03
7.73

12

7.17

A X B
B X Subj. w.

G

Table 12.
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The data in Tables 7-12 demonstrate
that the null hypotheses for

hypothesis 13 as well as the four
sub-hypotheses are not rejected.

We
were unable to find any statisf ically
significant results in the verbal

indicators emitted by the client as a result
of the five techniques
employed.

The interactions were also statistically
non-significant.

Null hypothesis 14 is also not rejected.

There were no statis-

tically significant differences between any
of the six verbal indi-

cators as a result of experimenter influence in the
rational analytical

problem solving style of counseling.
Chapter IV has presented the analysis of variance results for
the fourteen hypotheses developed in this study.

A further elaboration

and discussion of the findings are presented in Chapter V.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to train counselors
through the

employment of

a

video-interactive training model in the utilization

of a rational analytic problem solving style of counseling
through
a process of familiarization with the verbal constructs
of certain

stylistic techniques of an integrated style on an a priori basis.
A second purpose was to study the counselor-client interaction by

observing certain client variables and their relationship to individual techniques and overall style.

The study proposed a more syste-

matic way of relating counseling theory to treatment in

could be subsequently analyzed and replicated.

a

manner that

This chapter will dis-

cuss the results of the analysis of variance of client behavior.

The

relationship of the findings to research, the problems inherent in
the study, the limitations of the research design, and implications for

future research will also be included in this final chapter.

TRAINING PROGRAM

The training program itself proved to be one of the most educational aspects of the entire study.

The training model was able to

train counselors to utilize on an a priori basis the specific techniques of an overall integrated style.
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The training program consisted
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of two independent but interrelated
components, the programmed text
and the video simulation program.
Based on observations of the counselor trainees,
the programmed
text appeared to be an effective way of training
counselors to recog-

nize and utilize the techniques of the rational
analytic style of
counseling.

Observations of the trainees, during the administration

of the programmed text, led this researcher to the conclusion
that
the program appeared to have a decidedly distinct advantage
over the

video simulation program in presenting the syntactical variations of
each technique.

The training program seemed able, through

a

process

of systematic reinforcement, to hold the counselor's attention.

The

counselor trainees experienced no problem in either completing the

programmed text or in reaching criterion level on the post test.

One

of the problems, however, is that it was impossible in this study to

measure the efficacy or potency of the programmed text with either
alternative methods of training or when used in conjunction with the
video component of the training program.
Ferhaps the counselor trainees could have familiarized themselves

with the verbal constructs of the rational analytic style by merely
reading a written presentation of the verbal parameters for each technique.

Perhaps the video simulation of client responses was the

decisive method in training counselors in the utilization of the style
through a process of prompt, practice, and feedback.

However, trainee

feedback indicates that the programmed text was an important aid in
helping the counselors conceptualize a specific style and operationalize
its use.
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llie

video training component allowed the
counselor to translate

his understanding of the verbal
parameters of each technique into an

operationalized style.

The video simulations of client responses
were

able to take into consideration counselor
judgement and flexibility not

possible in a programmed text.

It

was feared that the development of

verbal constructs that correspond to certain
previously identified techniques could become so structured and so syntactically
restrictive that
the construct would allow the counselor little
judgement or flexibility.
By constructing

a.

video training component with definite criterion levels

which became increasingly more difficult, the counselor trainee
was
forced to understand both the styles and the techniques on an a priori
basis.

But even more important, the techniques relied on the coun-

selor's judgement and appropriate timing allowed for individual variations in each of the appropriate response categories.

Another important aspect of the training procedure was the carry
over of the learned behavior into a live counseling session.

Ashley,

Ford, and Guerney (1957) demonstrated that counselors often refuse to

use the style in which they were trained in a live counseling session.

Miller (1971) demonstrated that counselor trainees in video simulated

counseling sessions did not predict performance in actual counseling
sessions.

Although there was some initial hesitancy on the part of the

counselor trainees to utilize the techniques of the rational analytic
style during the first half of the initial segment due to the shock

factor of being faced with alive client, they were quickly able to

reproduce the techniques and to stay within the overall style.

By
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demonstrating the relationship
between an overallstyle and
individual
techniques and by operationalising
the style on an a priori basis,
this
study guarded against examining
client outcome on an ex post facto
basis.
Since the training procedures
can be easily replicated, it may
be
possible to alter either the counselor
population or the client population and still produce reliable
results.
However, this is a matter
for further investigation.
The major limitations of the training
program were the utilization

of experienced counselors.

Counselors who had less theoretical know-

ledge about counseling philosophy and
style or who had less experience

m

dealing with live clients may have brought
about different results.

The speed and ease with which the counselors
assimilated the techniques

of the rational analytic style seems to demonstrate
that the training pro-

cedures appear to be potent enought to train inexperienced
counselors.
However, this is a subject for further research

.

The second limitation

was that the training procedures were not compared either with
alter-

native training procedures or with

a

control group.

It appears that the

training procedures were an efficient and powerful method in training
counselors.

Whether they were the most efficient training procedures

remains a matter for further investigation.

An interesting research

possibility would be a research project that compared training procedures
based on:
(1)
(2)
(3)

a programmed text only
video simulation only and
programmed text and video simulation.

COMPARISON OF COUNSELING STYLES

After successful completion of the training program, this study
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attempted to measure client outcome across two
distinct styles of
counseling.

All comparisons were measured against a treated
control

group which employed a style of counseling labeled
reconstructive.

HYPOTHESIS

1

There will be a decrease in the total verbal output emitted by
the client in the rational analytical problem-solving style of

counseling.

HYPOTHESIS

2

As a result of counseling with the rational analytical problem-

solving style of counseling, the decrease in the total verbal output
of the client will be predicted to occur in an ordered manner with a

decrease in frequency from segment

1 to

segment

6.

HYPOTHESIS 4
The active analytical problem-solving style of counseling will

produce a decrease in client self-referent words.

HYPOTHESIS

5

As a result of counseling with the rational analytical style of

counseling, the self-referent words emitted by the client will be

predicted to occur in an ordered manner with

a

decrease in frequency

from time segment 1 to time segment 6.

HYPOTHESIS

7

There will be a decrease in client anxiety as expressed by the

verbal indicators of indefinites and ambivalence in the rational

analytical problem-solving style of counseling.
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HYPOTHESIS

8

As a result of counseling
with the rational analytical
style of

counseling, each of the anxiety
indicators (indefinites and a m
bivalence)
will be predicted to occur in
an ordered manner with a
decrease in
frequency from time segment 1 to
time segment 6.

HYPOTHESIS 10
The rational analytical
problem-solving style of therapy will

produce a decrease in both positive
and negative emotional words
emitted by the cl-ient.

HYPOTHESIS 11
As a result of counseling with the rational
analytical style of

counseling, both positive and negative emotional
words will be predicted
to occur

m

an ordered manner with a decrease in frequency
from segment

1 to segment 6.

This study was unable to demonstrate any significant
differences

between any of the six verbal indicators as

a

result of an overall style.

That is, neither the total number of tokens of the client,
the self-

referent words of the client, the anxiety indicators of the client,
the

positive or negative self-referent words of the client were affected
by the style employed.

These findings support the majority of studies

performed on the relationship between counseling style and outcome.
Cartwright (1966), Heine (1953), Shlein (1962) all demonstrated no

relationship between counseling style and client outcome.
An interesting result, however, is that the study seems to

contradict the findings of Ellis (1957) which demonstrated that rational
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emotive therapy was more
successful than psyehoanaly
tically oriented
therapy by measuring the
results of one therapist
who employed both
methods over a period of
time.
It was believed that
the problem with
all of these studies was
that they examined client
behavior on an
ex post facto basis.
By employing an a priori
design there would be a
ore scientific basis on
which to evaluate counselor
client interaction.
The problem may stem from
a similarity between
designated techniques of
both the rational analytic
and the reconstructive style
of therapy. The
styles appear to be almost
mutually exclusive, since the
rational analytic
style deals only with rational
content, while the reconstructive
style
deals exclusively with affect;
the rational analytic style
deals with
only present events, while the
reconstructive style relates past experiences to present behavior; and
finally, the rational analytic style
does not examine feelings in an in-depth
manner, while the reconstructive
style, through the utilization of
probes and interpretaion, deals in an

in-depth oriented manner.

Despite these overall differences in
style

there could be similarities between
techniques that produced nonsignificant results.
In the reconstructive style of therapy,

an interpretation is

employed to connect together one or more client
statments which usually
link or explain observations.

A restatement brings counselor presented

experiences to bear upon content being presently discussed.

Both of

these techniques possess certain similarities to the exploring
of cause
and effect realtionships which were utilized in t lie rational
analytic

style of counseling.

In the reconstructive style of therapy, a probe
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examines counsels'
statements by means of a
ques tion and a clarified,
a clarification
being an open-ended
statement used to investigate
counstatements. There could
be a similarity between
these two techniques and the technique
pqt-pKi 0
of establishing
q
a cognitive set which
was
employed in the rational
analytic
stvl p
wh
a
y C style.
What
appeared to be two distinct
styles, mutually exclusive,
may have represented real
differences in
overall philosophy, rather
than semantic differences
in individual techniques. Often, although
counseling styles^may differ,
the techniques
that comprise two 'contrasting
styles may p'ossess a definite
commonality.
The counselees who were
administered the rational analytic
style
of counseling appeared, from
study of the typed transcripts,
to have
u.

•

t-

pursued several different areas.

There appeared to be less emotional

output on the part of the client,
a prolonged period of client
hostility
demonstrated through a period of
counselor-client testing, and an
inability on the part of the client
to discuss one area of concern.
The

reconstructive style, on the other hand,
appeared to attain deeper levels
of client communication than did the
rational analytic style. The
clients, who were administered the
reconstructive style, discussed con-

flicts with parents, race relations,
unwanted pregnancies, and other
topics that seemed to be of deep concern.
The explanation for no significant differences
between styles

might also be reflected in the observation that
the rational analytic
style appears to be less anxiety producing, less
affect oriented, when
in fact,

because it handles feelings in a cognitive way does not

necessarily mean that there will be

a

decrease in affect statements on

-84thG Part ° f thG
Client

‘

The Shift

*

counter in the rational
of feeling statements
into cognitive
statements, does
not insure that the
client's verbal output
will shift from a
feeling
level to a cognitive
level.
s yle,

The second group of
hypotheses stated that each
of the verbal
indicators would decrease
In an ordered manner
fro m segment 1 through
segment 6
This did not occur nor
were any trends apparent,
In fact
the verbal indicators
for the most part,
neither increase nor
decrease
time spans, but remain
rather constant.
It was speculated that the techniques
were reinforcing items that
would produce
changes in client behavior
in an ordered manner as
measured by the
Six verbal indicators
across the six equal time
segments of the hour
interview.
.

The procedures used in the
study described here did not
insure
that the techniques had to be
employed according to any reinforcement
time schedule, and in fact,
counselors could employ individual
judgement
when to use the techniques throughout
the interview. A subject for

future research might be to determine
if client verbal behavior is consistent when a scheduled reinforcement
process is instituted.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH TREATED CONTROL
GROUP
The analysis of various programs utilized
in the present study

showed no significant results on client behavior
as measured by the six

verbal indicators.

This finding is more difficult to explain in the

light of Stanton’s (1971) finding of significant
differences in client
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behavior on five of the six
verbal indicators.

Presumably, Stanton

employed the same data as the
present study when computing her
chi
squares.
However, it is not clear exactly
what metric Stanton employed
her analysis.
At one point Stanton utilized
frequencies, at another
point, average frequencies, and
at a third point average verbal
indicators.
Since this study employed a much
more powerful and sensitive

m

statistical analysis, it should have
picked up differences, similar to
those found by Stanton, using her
less sensitive non-parametric test
unless she employed a different frequency
measure.

described adequately enough to check her
results.
a

Her design was not

Stanton talks about

single classification chi square but gives no
description beyond that.

Presumably there were two levels within the single
classification with
two separate counseling styles.

She does not report the expected fre-

quencies in her chi square analysis or how they were
computed.
this information it is impossible to check

tier

chi squares.

Without

The only

tenable conclusion at this point, since the analysis of variance
is

a

more powerful test and the accuracy of this analysis was double checked,
is that Stanton operationalized her dependent variable matrix differently

and in doing so unknowingly arrived at a Type II error.
A study done by Rottshafer and Renzaglia (1962) compared leading

and reflective styles of counseling.

The authors could find no

differences in styles as measured by dependency responses of clients.

When the counselors' response categories were reduced, significant results were found.

This present dissertaion may have utilized response

categories that were too broad to effectively measure outcome.
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The counselor trainees
Identified individual
techniques and by
signalling to the control
room, tagged the appropriate
technique utilised.
Since the counselors did
not tag all techniques,
it is possible that
nontag techniques could
have deviated from the
overall style.
If the technique categories were
limited to fewer techniques,
it is doubtful whether
they could have comprised
an overall style. And
yet, the use of so
many techniques for each
style may have impaired the
measurement of
client outcome.

COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES OF THE
RATIONAL ANALYTIC STYLE
OF COUNSELING AS MEASURED
BY (INTENT OUTCOME

•

This aspect of the study
tested whether there were any statistically significant differences
produced by the five techniques of the

rational analytic style of counseling
on client behavior as measured
by the six verbal indicators.

The fact that no differences were
found

between the techniques of the rational
analytic style of counseling

more difficult to explain.

is

Sweetland (1962), Kanfer, Phillips,

Mattarazo and Saslow (1960) all demonstrated
that causal statements
tend to produce more verbal output than
interrogative statements.

Colby (1961) demonstrated the same results.

The technique of establishing

cause and effect relationships did not produce
significantly greater

verbal response than the technique of refocusing which
merely restates
past behavior in a present time perspective.

Perhaps one of the

reasons for non-significant differences between the verbal indicators

was that the techniques were operationalized within the framework of
an overall style.

They were operationalized to help facilitate coun-
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selor-client interaction.

Operationally, all of the
techniques were

developed to deal with a
specific client population,
na.ely lo„- incorae
youth. Whether the verbal
indicator would have been
significantly
different with a different
client population is subject
matter for
future research.

EXPERIMENTER influence
There were five hypotheses
which measured experimenter
influence.
The hypotheses were:

HYPOTHESIS

3

There is no significant difference
in total verbal output as a
function of counselor influence
across styles.

HYPOTHESIS
I

6

here is no significant difference
in self-referent words emitted

by the client as a function of
counselor influence across styles.

HYPOTHESIS

9

There are no significant differences in
anxiety indicators emitted
by the client as a result of experimenter
influence.

HYPOTHESIS 12
I

here are no significant differences in either positive
or negative

emotional words as

a

result of counselor influence.

HYPOTHESIS 14
There are no statistically significant differences between any of
the six verbal indicators in the rational analytical style of counseling
as a result of experimenter influence.
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The training program
which operationalized
the rational analytic

problem solving style
of counseling and
established verbal
parameters
for each technique
on an a priori basis
seems to have effectively
inhibited experimenter
influence from contaminating
the results of the
study.
This is not to say that
experimenter influence was
not present.
hat can be safely said
is that experimenter
influence did not
produce significant differences
in any of the six
verbal indicators.
One of the major weaknesses
of past studies has been
the failure to
establish training procedures
which operationalize a
particular style
so that experimenter
influence can be controlled.
Studies have
demonstrated that age, experience,
and personally characteristics
of
counselors can produce significantly
different results in client
statements.
The fact that this study
seems to contradict other
findings
may be due to the fact that
this study attempted to
control for counselor influence.

CLIENT POPULATION

A major limitation of this study
is that it dealt

and biased population.

with

a

small

The client population was believed
to have

possessed certain characteristics related
to the development of the
style.

Ior example, the client population
dealt

primarily in a

present time perspective and had difficulty
in verbalizing feelings.

Whether such

a

small population possessed the characteristics
attributed

to them is a matter of conjecture
since no preliminary testing was

performed.

The use of a client population who supposedly
possess
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certain characteristics also
makes it impossible to
generalize the
results. The results may have
been different with a college
population middle class adolescents,
or any population supposedly
having
different socio-economic or
personality characteristics.

SUGGESTION S FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The training materials and techniques
should be utilized

with counselors of varying levels of
experience and with
divergent client population.
One reason for non-significant results in
client behavior
and counselor influence may have been that
the same counselors

were employed for both styles.

Further research should

investigate client outcome by choosing counselors on

a

random basis and training them in only style rather than
in both.

A research project that forces the counselor to use the

techniques of a designated style in a definite ordered

pattern of reinforcement might produce different client
verbal statements.
If a retesting of the training program proved that it was
a powerful enough model to train counselors in a specific

style,

it would be unnecessary to employ the distracting

procedure of tagging techniques.
5

.

A further elaboration of this study might be to allow
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counselors, after they have reached
criterion level in the

training program, to practice the
techniques with live

clients before measuring change in
client behavior.
Future research might employ different
categories for

measuring client movement other than verbal
indicator.
The fact that the data was based on one
initial interview
is a

limitation of the study.

A subject for future study

would be to duplicate the experiment over more
interviews
and contrast “the results of this present study.

appendix
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PART

1

Introduction to the Analytical Problem
Solving
Style of Therapy

Turn to next page and begin

cause

The counselor , using the analytical problem
solving style, should offer the client more
than one possible solution or

1

-17

analytical

1-18

Detenning and relating to the client the
causes and _____
of his present problem
is a technique called discrimination of cause
and.

-36

effect.

1-37

Test Page

1
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A counselor may use a variety of counseling
styles.

1-1

alternative

There are three parts to the
problem solving style.

1-18

effects

1-19

Two additional techniques of the analytical
problem solving style are establishing a
cognitive set and
of cause and
effect.

1-37

1-38

*
4

'i

Test Tage

2
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Analytical problem solving is
one
of counseling.

1-2

analytical

The counselor focuses all client
responses
a present time perspective
in the first
of the analytical problem solving
^

m

1-19

cl

i s cr im i na t i o n

1-38

1-20

The offering of alternative solutions is the
third characteristic of the
problem
solving style.

1-39

Test Page

3
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style

The counselor helps the client to analyze
his problem in the style called
problem solving.

1

2

parts

1-3

The counselor forces the client to handle
his explicitly stated present problems by
focusing all client responses in a present
time

1

-20

1-21

The counselor attempts to always offer
solutions so that the final
outcome is a client decision.

analytical

1

-39

1-40

Test Page 4
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analy tical

The counselor participates
in helping the
b
client solve his
1-3
1-4

perspective

Ihe counselor uses two
techniques to focus
ln a
time perspective.

1-21
1-22

alternative

1-40

*•

The technique whereby the counselor
offers
alternative
is called advice
giving.

1-41

<

Test Page

5
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analyze

In the analytical problem solving style
the counselor helps the client analyze
h is

by setting directions

for its solution.

1-4

present

1-5

One of the two
refocusing.

is called

1-22

solutions

1-23

The technique called supportive reenforcement
is always coupled with the technique of
giving.

1-41

1-42

Test Page

6
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problem

The analytical problem solving style is
process by which the counselor analyzes
the client problem by setting

a

1-5

techniques

1-6

The technique that shifts past actions to
present time is called

1-23

advice

1-24

A technique whereby the. counselor supports
both the choice and the carrying through
of alternative solutions is called
reenforcement.

1-42

1-43

Test Page

7

.
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directi.ons

in the analytical problem solving
the counselor
can deal only with present

refocusing

The counselor helps the client to focus in
a present time perspective in solving his
problem by the technique of refocusing
which shifts
action to present
t ime

supportive

One of the characteristics of the analytical
problem styles is offering alternative
solutions to the client in helping him solve
his present problems and is accomplished by
using the techniques of advice giving and
supportive
.

1-43

1-44

Test Page

8
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problems

The client in the analytical problem
solving
style must always explicitly state
his

.

Droblern.

1-7
1-8

past

One of the techniques for shifting past
action to present 'time is called
An additional technique is called restatement.

1-25

reenforcement

1

—44

1-26

The counselor always deals with an explicitly
stated client problem when he employs the
problem solving style.

1-45

’

<

Test Page

9
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present.

Adjustment in one's job or in
school may
represent a present problem that
is
stated.

1-8

1-9

refocusing

A technique whereby the counselor
restates
present behaviors or problems and
ignores
past behaviors is called

1-26
1-27

analytical

The problem must always -be
stated by the client and the” counselor
must always. focus past behavior into a
present time perspective.

1-45

..

**

1-46

*

Test Page 10
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explicitly

^°0~ Hr "
1

areaS

" lay

b°

1-9
1-10

restatement

Tlie

counselor forces the client
to solve
problems in a present time
perspective
P ers Pective
by restating only
present
-

1-27
1-28

explicitly

The two techniques of
focusing past behaviors
time' are refocusinc
j
and restatement.

—

1-46
1-47
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schoo].

Social or family
difficulties or other
xp lcitly stated
behaviors which are
C U ring
the preSent time n,i
g ht represent
o
er
areas.

4

^

'

1-10
1-11

behaviors

Two techniq^s that
focus clients behaviors
PerSpeCtive «« refocusing
and refocusing InT

1-28

1-29

present

A:tter
_

the plienl-’c

problems into a present time perspective
the counselor analyzes and
determines both
the cause and effects of the
client’s
behavior.

1-47
1-48

4
:'v

Test Page 12
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problem

The counselor structures the
interview in
order to focus on those problems
that are
occurring at the
time.
1-11
1-12

restatement

The first major characteristic of
the
analytical problem solving style is the
focusing of the explicitly stated client
problem into a present time perspective
by using the techniques of
and

1-29

refocusing

1-30

The two techniques which helps the counselor
and effects
of the client’s behavior are the establishing
of a cognitive set and the discrimination
of cause and effects.

•to determine the

1-48

1-49

K

4

**T

Test Page 13
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present

The counselor insists that the
client
examine the present nature of his
explicitly
stated present problem.
This is called
“ ~ing the
s ^“ “ ~
interview.

1-12
1-13

refocusing
restatement

An objective analysis in order to determine
the causes and effects of the client’s
present
problem is the second major
of the analytical problem solving style"!

1-30

cause

1-31

After the counselor has established a
set and determined the cause and effects
of the clients behavior he is then able
to offer alternative solutions.

1-49

1-50

Test Page 14
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structuring

The counselor makes a judgement
about the
cause of the client's present problem
while
the interview.

1-13
1-14

characteristic

The counselor must first deal with the
problem in an analytical way before he
can determine the
and effect
of the clients problem.

1-31

1-32

cognitive

END OF PART

1

1-50

Page 15
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structuring

His professional knowledge and
understanding
of behavior enables the counselor
to make a
about the nature of the
r
client's present problem.

—

1

14

cause

1-15

Dealing with a problem in an
way is called establishing a cognitive set.

1

32

1-33

Test Page 16
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judgement

The analytical problem
solving style olarpc
nP,iaSiS ° n th ® counselor
's professional'
fessional
to determine the
__
cause of the client’s
present problem.

1-15
1-16

cognitive

The establishing of a
cognitive set forces
the client to examine his
problem in an
analytical way and produces a style
of

expected counselor

1-33
1-34

Test Page 17
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knowledge

After the counselor uses his
professional
knowledge to analyze the
0f
the client’s present problems,
he than
offers solutions or alternatives.

1-16
1-17
To p.l

response or
behav ior

1-34

Establishing a cognitive set is one technique
of objective
in the analytical
problem solving style.

1-35

Test Page 18

analysis

After the counselor has analyzed the clients
problem in an objective
style
he can then determine the causes and effects
of the client’s problem.

1-35

1-36

To p.l

.

•

**

*

Test Page 19
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PART 11

Characteristics and Techniques

Turn to next page and
begin

restatement

The client statement "I’ve had trouble
adjusting to my job,. but I seem to be
doing better at it now.” and the counselor
response "You’re doing better at it now."
is an example of the technique called

2-24

statements

2-25

By shifting all feeling statements into
cognitive statements the counselor establishes
a definite
of client response
which allows the counselor to examine his
problem in an analytical manner.
.

2-49

2-50

Test Page 20
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The first major characteristic
of the
analytica 1 problem solving style
of counseling
ls
focusing of behavior in a present
t ime

2-1

restatement

2

When given two client statements, one
in
the past and one in the present, the
counselor
always focuses on the
action
in the technique called restatement.

25

style

2-26

The establishing of a
set
is one technique for analyzing the client’s
present problem the second technique is
called discrimination of cause and effect.

2

50

2-51

Test Page 21
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perspecti ^e

The counselor can deal only
with a problem
that is expire lty stated by
the client when
locus mg behavior into a
~
time perspective.

2-1
2-2

present

When presented with two options the
counselor
not only focuses on present behavior
but
ignores past behavior in the
called restatement.

2-26

cognitive

2-27

After the counselor has recognized the general
nature of the client’s problem he helps the
client to examine the cause and
relationship of his present problem.

2-51

2-52

Test Page 22
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present

The two techniques a counselor
uses to
focus past behaviors into a
present time
are called refocusing
—
to present time and restatement.

technique

The client statement "I've done so
poorly
^Tgh school that I don' t know whether
I’ll be accepted in college." The counselor
response would be "You don’t know whether
you'll be accepted in college."
is another
example of the technique -called

2-28

effect

The counselor must first recognize the client’s
present problem before he can discriminate a
cause and
relationship.

-52

2-53

Test Page 23
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perspective

Present time perspective is
gained by
refocusing or focusing client

2-3
2-4

restatement

The counselor chose to' restate
the client
behavior that was expressed in
present time
and ignored the behavior that
was expressed
in

tirnp.

2-28

2-29

effect

A formal, pedantic examination of the
cause
and effect of the clients present .problem
is
a technique called discrimination
of
and effect.

2-53

•

•

‘

2-54

*•

4

Test Page 24
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behavior

In order to focus client
behavior the
technique of restatement is used,
where
as the technique of refocusing
is used
to refocus client

2-4
2-5

past

In the technique called restatement
the
counselor focuses, on present action and
ignores client behavior that was
expressed
in
time which allows the
.client to focus in a present time
perspective.

2-29

cause

2-30

The counselor may perform two tasks when
employing the technique of discrimination
of cause and

2-54

2-55

Test Page 25
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behavior

The technique by which the
counselor
refocuses past events to present
time
is called

2-5
2-6

past-

Restatement and refocusing are two techniques
which enable the client to focus in a
time perspective.

2-30

effect

2-31

The first task is to clarify the cause and
effect relationship and the second is to
give an explanation of - - - - - and

2-55

2-56

Test Page 26
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refocusing

The counselor makes an explicit
statement
encouraging th-e client to express the
"here
and now" aspects of his problem when
using
the technique called
2-6
2-7

present

The technique by which the counselor
focuses
past behavior into a present time is called

2-31

cause
effect

2-32

The counselor statement^ "Let s examine again
the reasons why you think you will fail." is
another example of
a cause and
effect relationship.
'

2-56

2-57

Test Page 27

-119-

refocus i ng

W3n ^ counse lor
»
statement.
mee abont-°
Tell
about your present
"
difficulties
is
an example of the
*:
n ailed
refocusing.
.

-7

2-8

refocusing

The counseior changes
the verb tense from
piesent and adds a
^
present time
adverb in order to
shift past b^avior
time.
i

•

2 -32

2-33

clarifying

The counselor statement
’’Tell me more about
ShyneSS ‘” is an e*™Ple
w Hereby '-he
whereby
.he cT
counselor attempts to clarify
6
and
relationship.

57

2-58

Test Page 28
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technique

The counselor,
is beginning a
the client and
into a present

by employing such a statement
contractual agreement with
is

client action

time perspective.

2-8
2-9

present

Refocusing is one technique for focusing
in a present time perspective, the
other
technique is called
.

2-33

cause
effect

2-34

The first task that the counselor employs
when discriminating for cause and effect
is called
cause and effect.

2-58

2-59

Test Page 29
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refocusing

Implicit in the counselor statement
’’Tell
me about your present difficulties."
is
the statement (and I will listen!
and this
is the beginning of the
counselor-client

contractual

2

9

2-10

restatement

2

A technique that restates present behaviors
and ignores past behaviors is called

34

clarifying

2-35

The counselor helps the’ client discriminate
the cause and effect of his present problem
through clarifying the
and
of the client's behavior.

-----

2

59

-----2-60

Test Page 30

—
- 122 -

agreeinent

The counselor uses an explicit
statement
initially to focus the client’s
statements
into a present time perspective
and to
set up the beginning of a
'
agreement.

2

10
2-11

restatement

The first major characteristic of the
analytical problem solving style is the
i efocusing of past behaviors
into a present
time perspective through the utilization
of the techniques of refocusing and

2 •35

cause
effect

2-36

The first task of the technique called
discrimination of cause and effect is the
process of clarifying.
The second task
is an explanation of the cause and
of the client’s present problem.
2

60

2-61

Test Page 31
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contractual

Although the counselor establishes
a
agreement with the client
to focus on problems in a present
time
perspective, the client may continue
to
state his problems in a past time
perspective.

2-12

restatement

2

An objective analysis in order to determine
the cause and effects of the client’s presentproblem is the second major
of the analytical problem solving style.

36

effect

2-37

The counselor statement "Your problem
relationship with authority figures is the
reason why you're having such difficulty
on your job."
is an example where a counselor
gives an
of the cause and
effect of the client's present problem.

2 •61

2-62

Test Page 32
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con tract ual

The client statement "I have always
had
trouble in math." is an example of
client
behavior expressed in a past time

2-12
2-13

c hara c t er is t i c:

The counselor must examine the client's
problem in an analytical manner before he
can determine the cause and
of the client’s present problem.

2-37

2-38

explanation
•

2-62

The counselor statement
is the reason why you’ve
to college."
is another
giving an
of
of the client’s problem.

"Your fear of failing
chosen not to go
example of the counselor
the cause and effect

2-63
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perspective

TIig

counselor, using the analytical
problem
solving style of counseling,
must focus past
behaviors into a present time
perspective
through the technique called

2-13
2-14

effect

An analytical method of examining
the clients
problem is called establishing
a cognitive set.
'

2-38

2-39

explanation

2-63

counselor when employing the technique
called discrimination of cause and effect
can perform two tasks. -The first is called
clarifying and the second is called giving
an —
of the cause and effect
of the client's problem.
1 lie

1

2-64

Test Page 34
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refocusing

The counselor response to a
client statement
ve a] wa ys had trouble in math."
would be
You still have trouble in math.”
This
technique would be called

tj

.

2-14
2-15

present

An expected style of client responses
is
established by using the technique called
establishing a
set.

2-39

explanation

2-64

2-40

After the counselor has focused behavior
into a present time perspective, has established
a cognitive set, and has discriminated for
cause and
he can then offer
a solution to the client’s present problem.

2-65

Test Page 35
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refocusing

Notice what the counselor did. He
reflected
back the client’s statement and changed
the
verb tense from past to present time
and in
doing this refocused past action to
time perspective.

2

-15

cognitive

2-16

An analytical, rational style occurs when
the counselor establishes a cognitive

2

-40

effect

2-41

The offering of a
to the
client’s present problem is a technique
called advice giving.

-65

2-66

Test Page 36
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present

n th e counselor statement
’’You still have
trouble in math." The counselor
not only
shifted the verb tense from past
to present
hut also emphasized a present
time
by inserting the adverb "still."
_

2-16
2-17

S&P

The counselor statement "Let's talk
a little
about your shyness... " is an example of
establishing a
set.

2-41

.solution

2-42

Ihe counselor always provides support for
the client when he employs the technique
called
giving.-

2-66

2-67

Test Page 37
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perspecti'

The counselor could also have
used other

2-17
2-18

cognitive

Let's examine the reasons why you
are failing
is another example of establishing
a
set.

2-42
2-43

advice

The counselor supports the client by reenforcing the fact that the client can carry
out the solution that is given in the technique called advice

2-67

2-68

Test Page 38
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adverbs or
words

Examples of other
emploved
in the technique called refocusing might
be now or presently.

2-18

cognitive

2-19

In both examples the counselor distances
himself from the client by dealing with

cognitive statements rather than feeling
statements in the technique called establishing

2-43

giving

2-44

The counselor using the analytical problem
solving style should offer the client one
or more alternatives or solutions when
employing the technique called

-----2-69

2-68

4

‘‘i

Test Page 39
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adverbs or
words

The client statement "For os long
as I
can remember l’’ve always hated my
father."
and the counselor response "You
hate your
father now." would be another example
of
the technique called

2-19

cognitive set

2-20

The counselor in the technique called
establishing a cognitive set deals with
cognitive statements other than
statements.

2-44

advice giving

2-69

2-45

The counselor statement "I think you can
achieve better if you select courses around
your interest in science or if you see the
relationship between other disciplines and
your eventual goal." This represents an
example of
giving with support.

2-70

«

Test Page 40

refocusing

In the technique called
refocusing the
client always refocuses past behavior
into
a present time perspective by
shifting
the verb tense from past to
tense.
•

2-20
2-21

feeling

The counselor does not ignore feelings but
shifts feeling statements into
statements by utilizing an analytical approach.

2-45

advice

2-46

Notice that the counselor reenforced the idea
that the client could succeed in school and
offered two possible alternatives to success
- - - in the technique called

------

2-70

2-71

Test Tage

41
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present

ie counselor also
employs an adverb which
emphasizes a present time perspective
as
well as changing the verb from
tense to present tense.

2-21
2-22

cognitive

In the technique called
establishing a
cognitive set the counselor shifts feeling
statements into
statements.

2-46

advice giving

2-71

2-47

The counselor should offer two possible
when employing the technique
of advice giving.

2-72

Test Page 42
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past

Ihe first technique for focusing in
a presenttime perspective is called
The second technique is called
restatement.

2-22
2-23

cognitive

The client statement "1 am angry." might be
followed by the counselor’s response "Let’s
examine the reasons for your anger." This
is another example of establishing a

2-47

2-48

alternatives

END OF PART 11

2-72

Test Page 43
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refocusing

A technique whereby the
counselor restates
only present behavior and
ignores references
to past behavior is called

2-23
2-24
To p. 20

cognitive set

The counselor establishes a definite
style
of client responses by shying client
feeling
statements to cognitive

2-48

2-49
To p.

20

«

Test Page 44
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PART 111

Review of Characteristics and Techniques

Turn to next page and begin

characteristic

3-6

cause
effect

The two techniques whereby the counselor
offers possible solutions with support are
called advice
and supportive

3-7

The counselor statement "You can make friends,
if you leave home or involve yourself in social
activities.” is an example of advice
with support.

3-14

3-15

Test Page 45
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The first major characteristic of
the
analytical problem solving style is
focusing
1 n
a
time perspentivo

3-1

giving
reenforcement

The following are examples of
1.
refocusing of restatement
2.
establishing a cognitive set or
discrimination of cause and effect.
3.
advice giving with support.

3-7

(continue to next page)
3-8

giving

The counselor statement "I think you can
achieve better if you select courses around
your interest in science or if you see the
relationship between other disciplines and
your eventual goal." is an example of
w ith support.

______ ______

3-15
*•

3-16

r

Test Page 46
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present

rhe ^ wo techniques for focusing
in a
present time perspective are refocusing
&
and

3-1
3-2

The client statement ”1 am angry." and the
counselor response "Let’s examine the basis
of your anger." is an example of establishing
a

------------

3-9

advice giving

The counselor statement, "Let’s talk a little
about your shyness." is an example of establishing a
.

3-16

3-17

Test Page 47
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restatement:

Refocusing and restatement are two
techni ques
tor focusing in a present
time

3-2
3-3

cognitive set

Ihe counselor statement "Let’s
examine again
the reason why you think you will fail."
°i s
an example of discrimination of
and

3-9
3-10

cognitive set

3-17

The counselor statement "Tell me about your
present difficulties." is an example of

3-18

Test Page 48

i
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perspective

An objective analysis of the cause and effect
of the client’s present problem is the second
major characteristic of the analytical

3-3

cause and
effect

3-4

Client statement ”l’ve done so poorly in
high school that I don’t know whether I’ll
be accepted in college.”

Counselor response "You don’t know whether
you'll be accepted in college." is an
example of

1: O
—

03

3-11

Client statement 'Tor as long as I can
remember I've always hated my father."

refocusing

Counselor response "You hate your father
now."
is an example of

3-19

3-18

.

.

••

»

'

V

Test Page 49
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problem solving

The two techniques for
objectively analyzing
clients present problem are
establishing
a
sot and discrimination of
_ and effect.
:

3-1

.

3-5

restatement

The counselor statement "Your
problem
relationships with authority figures is
the reason why you’re having such
difficulty
on your job."
is an example of discrimination
of
and

3-11

refocusing

3-12

The client statement
in Math."

"I’ve always had trouble

The counselor response "You still have trouble
in Math."
is an example of
.

3-19

3-20

Test Page 50
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cognitive

The third major
of thp
analytical problem solving style is
the
offering of solutions or alternatives
with supportive measures so the client
can solve his problem.
3-5
3-6

To p. 45

cause and effect

dTsnt statement, "I've had trouble adjusting
to my job, but I seem to be doing better
at it now."
Counselor response ’’You're
doing better at it now." is an example of

3-12

3-13

refocusing

END OF PART 111

3-20

-143-

restatement

3-13

The counselor statement ’’Tell me more about
the reasons for your shyness.”
is an example
of discrimination of
and

3-14
To p. 45

-144-

Indicate your answers
the correct answer or
bv
y

tiling

m

20 ltems by either
underlining
the spaces provided.

br
0

1.

Analytical problem solving is
a counseling_
a) philosophy b) technique
c) style d) theory

•

8

2.

The counselor deals only with

problems

a) present b) past c) future
d) none of these
0

3.

The counselor treats only
explicitly stated client problems,
a) true

.7

4.

b) false

The technique by which the counselor
shifts past actions

into a present time perspective is
called

^

*

a) resolving ambiguity

c) refocusing

b) shifting to present time

d) redirection

The technique by which the counselor restates
present

behaviors and ignores past behaviors is called

•4

6.

a) reduction

c)

b) restatement

d) identifying incongruities

formal explication

The counselor establishes a style or tone of client response

which is analytical in nature when he uses the technique called
a) analytical reflection
>•

0

t>)

*

7.

intellectual assertion

c) establishing a cognitive set
d) pedantic structuring

The counselor explores the cause

and.

effect of the client's

present behavior in the technique called
a) probing causality

c) discrimination of cause and

effect
b) causal explication
d) crisis intervention

-145-

r
8.

Client statement: "I've always
had problems making friends."
Counselor statements:
friends.

The

0

9.

"You're still having

a

problem making

’’

counselor’

s

response would be called

a) lefocusing

c) redirection

b) resolving ambiguity

d) shifting to present time

The counselor statement: "Let’s examine
why you are failing
in school.’’

This statement establishes a style or tone of

client response and is called

6

10.

a) analytical reflection

c) pedantic structuring

b) intellectual assertion

d) establishing a cognitive set

The first major characteristic of analytical problem solving
is focusing in a

0

11.

a) present time perspective

c) future time perspective

b) past time perspective

d) none of these

The counselor statement: "Let’s explore the reasons why your

marriage is failing." is an example of
a) probing causality

c) discrimination of cause

and effect
b) causal explication
d) pedantic structuring
6

12.

The counselor knowledge of behavior allows him to give

alternative solutions to the client in thd analytical

problem solving style.
a)
0

13.

true

b)

false

The technique by which the counselor offers alternative

solutions to the client is called

.

.

a) conflict resolution

c) problem solving

b) advice -giving

d) relativistic measures
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.6

14

.

Client statement: I’ve had
trouble making friends, but
seem to be doing better now."
Counselor statement:

X

"You seem to be- doing better now"
is

an example of
a) redirection

c) refocusing

b) restatement
15

.4

.

d) replication

The counselor offers the client
alternative solutions and

always gives

16

.2

,

a) reasons

c) causes

b) support

d) examples

The counselor statement:

"You can succeed in college whether

you decide to go now or whether you decide to work for

a

year."

is an example of

17

.5

.

a) causal explication

c)

b) advice giving

d) conflict resolution

problem solving

The second major characteristic of analytical problem solving
is the analysis of cause and effect relationship

a) true
18

.2

.

b) false

The counselor does not ignore feeling statements but rather

shifts feeling statements into
••

0

*

19

.

statements

a) reality

c) cognitive

b) self-referent

d) hypothetical

The third major characteristic of analytical problem solving
is the employment of interpretive confrontation,

a) true

b) false

- 147 -

20.

Two tasks when showing
the-relationship between cause and

effect are

a nd

a) clarification S explanation

b) probing & interpretation

c) relection and summary
.

d) explication 8 resolution

”
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m

or by
dy tilling
1.

m

8
by either
the spaces provided:

The counselor deals only with

“beriming

.problems

a) present b) past c) future
d) none of these
2

.

Ihe technique by which the
counselor shifts past actions8 into
present time perspective is called
a) resolving ambiguity
b) shifting to present time

3.

refocusing

c

)

d

Redirection

Client statement:” I’ve always had
problems making friends.”

Counselor statement:'

’’You’re still having a problem making

friends.
The counselor’s response would be called

4.

a) refocusing

c) redirection

b) resolving ambiguity

d) shifting to present time

The first major characteristic of analytical problem
solving
is focusing in a

5.

a) present time perspective

c) future time perspective

b) past time perspective

d) none of these

The counselor statement: ’’Let’s explore the reasons why your

marriage is failing.”

This is an example of

a) probing causality

c) discrimination of cause

and effect
b) causal explication
d) pedantic structuring
6.

Client statement: ”I’ve had trouble making friends, but

I

seem

to be. doing better now.”

Counselor statement:

’’You

seem to be doing better now” is an

example of
a) redirection

c) refocusing

b) restatement

d) replication

-14 9 -

The second major
characteristic
StlC n-r
°f aral>' tleal
t
,
the analysis
of cause and
effect relationship
a) true
b)
false
.

P«blem solving

is

Iwo tasks when
showing the relationship
between cause and
effect
•

i

are —

and

a) clarification
& explanation
b) probing &
interpretation

c) reflection and
summary

d) explication &
resolution
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LEVEL

Level

.1

2

of the training program consisted of a program text

and post test.

The program materials familiarized you with the

ovci all explanation of the rational analytic problem solving style

of counseling, and the verbal parameters of the five techniques.
Level

3

represents an additional step in the training continuum.

During level three you will view twenty (20) brief video scenes
of counselor-client interaction.

You will be asked tp identify

on the answer sheet provided which technique the counselor is

employing.
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'

CLIENT:

example 1

hate to deal with
people because of a fear
of rejection.
COUNSELLOR:
The problem Is that
your fear of rejection
makes you
hate to deal with people.
I

NARRATOR:

The technique employed
by the counselor was
analysis
f cause and effect.
Usually when a client gives
a statement he
states effect first and
then cause second. The
counselor, when
clarifying or expanding cause
and effect relationships,
usually
shifts the statement so the
client can analyze the cause
of his
behavior and then look immediately
at the effects.
Consequently,
the counselor first analyzed
the cause of the client's
problem

(...fear of rejection)

and immediately interperted the
effect of

this relationship (... makes
you hate to deal with people)

EXAMPLE
CLIENT:

I

COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

2

never really trusted anyone.

You still don’t trust anyone.
The technique employed is refocusing.

Notice the client-

stated a past behavior (I never really trusted
anyone) the counselor

refocused this behavior into

a

present time perspective by shifting

the verb tense from past to present, (trusted to
trust) and by adding
the ^adverbial modifier still
.time perspective.

to emphasize the shift to a present

(You still don’t trust anyone.)

EXAMPLE

CLIENT:

*

3

”1 really don’t think you care about my problems.’’

COUNSELLOR:

"Let’s examine why you think that way.”
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NARRATOR:

"The technique employed
is the establishing of
a cognitive
set.
While using this technique
the counselor analyses the
client's
problem
a rational, analytical
manner. The counselor does
not

m

ignore feeling statements but
rather shifts feeling statements
into
cognitive statements. The client
statement (I really don't think
you care about my problems,) which
is a strong feeling statement,
is

shifted by the counselor into a
cognitive statement

(

Let's examine

why you think that way.)
EXAMPLE 4
CLIENT:

’’Instead of crying like

I

used to all the time,

I

hit the

nearest person.”
COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

"You hit the nearest person."
The technique employed is restatement.

The counselor

focuses only on the present statement "I hit the
nearest person"
and ignored past behavior, "Instead of crying like

I

used to all

the time..."
E)CAMPLE 5

CLIENT:

I’m afraid to meet people because

I

don’t think they will

like me at all."
COUNSELLOR:

Because you think people won’t like you, you avoid

meeting them.
-

*

*

NARRATOR:-

The technique the counselor employed was ana^sis of

cause and effect.

Usually when a client gives a statement he states

the effect first and then the cause.

The counselor, when clarifying

or expanding cause and effect relationships, usually shifts the
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gtatement so the client can analyze
the cause of his behavior and
then look immediately at the
effects.
Consequently, the counselor
first analyzed the cause of the
client’s problem (because you think

people won’t like you) and immediately
interpreted the effect of
this relationship (You avoid meeting
them ).
EXAMPLE

CL 1 ENT:

I

don’t want to work.

I

6

think life is a big enough drag

without having to take some hum-drum job.
I

can't eat without money from

COUNSELLOR:

a

Yet

I

need to eat and

job.

You can make a decision, not all jobs are hum drum

you can find an exciting job, or you can work only enough to meet

your basic needs and just experience things.
NARRATOR:

The technique employed is advice giving.

In this tech-

nique the counselor first provides supportive reinforcement relating
to the client that he can either make a decision or can successfully

complete one of two or more alternatives.

first provided support (you can
a job.)

Notice that the counsellor

make a decision) or (you can find

This support is coupled with advice giving which usually

presents at least two realistic alternatives (you can find an exciting job) or (work enough to meet basic needs and experience things).
EXAMPLE
*•

7

^

CLIENT:.

My mind has always messed me

up.‘i

COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

Your mind continues to mess you up.
The technique the counselor utilizes to shift a past action

to a present time perspective is refocusing.
’’has

messed me up” refers to

a

past behavior.

The client’s statement
The counselor refocuses
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behavior into a present
time perspective by
shifting the
verb tense from past
( has messed
me up) to present
(continues to
"ess you up). Notice
the verb "continuesemphasises the shift
to a present time
perspective. "Your mind
continues to mess you up."
P

EXAMPLE
CLIENT:
I

I

8

want to be able to cope
and go as

m living at home and my
parents insist

hour.

I

don't know if

I.

I

I

please.

Right now

be in before a certain

should move out into an
apartment by my-

self or remain at home.
COUNSELLOR:

I

think that you can resolve
this problem.

You could

work out this conflict with
your parents, however if they
refuse
to discuss or cooperate
with you in achieving a solution
you're
old enough to break away from
the home.

NARRATOR.

The technique employed is advice
giving.

In this tech-

nique the counselor first provides
supportive reinforcement, re-

lating to the client that he can either
make a decision or can
successfully complete one of two or more
alternatives.

Here the

counselor provided support (I think you can
resolve this problem.)
This presents two realistic alternatives to the
client (You could

work out this conflict with your parents') or (You’re
old enough to
break away
.

•*

*

^

.

)

think that you can resolve this problem.

You could work

out this conflict with your parents, however if they refuse
to dis-

cuss or cooperate with you in achieving a solution you're old enough
to break away from home.
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EXAMPLE

'

CLIENT:

9

used to have perverted sex
urges.

I

COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

You still get these urges.
This technique is refocusing.

The client revealed a

past behavior "I used to have
perverted sex urges” that the counselor

refocused into a present time
orientation by shifting from past to
present tense (I used to have-toYou still get...) Note again the
inclusion of "still”.
present.

This adverb accounts the shift from
past to

”You still get these urges.”
EXAMPLE 10

CLIENT:

T

don’t want to fall in love because

I

COUNSELLOR.

Ihe problem is, your fear

-Of

I

might be hurt.”

being hurt keeps you from

falling in love.”
NARRATOR:

The technique the counselor employed was analysis of cause

and effect.

Usually when a client gives a statement he states the

effect first and then the cause.

The counselor, when clarifying or

expanding cause and effect relationships, usually shifts the statement so the client can analyze the cause of his behavior and then

look immediately at the effects.

Consequently, the counselor first

analyzed the cause of the client’s problem (The problem

is

your fear

of being hurt) and immediately interpreted the effect of this relation•*

V

ship (keeps you from falling in love.)
'i

EXAMPLE 11

CLIENT:

college

I

I

never studied at all in high school.

don’t know how to go about it.

Now that I’m in

-156COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

You don’t know how to study.
The counselor employed the technique of restatement.

The

counselor when, presented with two actions one in a past time and one
in present time only deals with the present behavior and ignores past

behaviors.

•

Notice the counselor ignored the past statement, "1 never

studied at all in high school" and focuses only on present behavior,
"You don’t know how to study."

EXAMPLE 12

CLIENT:

"I hate people who ask personal questions."

"Let’s talk about your relationships with people who

COUNSELLOR:

ask personal questions.

'

•

•

The technique employed is the establishing of a cognitive

NARRATOR:

When utilizing this technique the counselor analyzes the client’s

set.

problem in a rational, analytical manner.

This analysis produces a

definite kind of client tone or response.

The counselor does not

ignore feeling statements but rather shifts feeling statements into

cognitive statements.

The client statement (I hate people wo ask

personal questions) which is a strong feeling statement

is

shifted

by the counselor into a cognitive statement (Let’s analyze the' reasons

for your anger).

EXAMPLE 13
*'

ft-

CLIENT:

I

want to go to college but I’m sure

parents couldn’t take it if
if

I

I

flunked.

I

I

My

would flunk out.

think it would be better

just worked in a factory for the rest of my life.

COUNSELLOR:

can
Despite the pressure from your parents, you

it in college.

still open.

Of course the alternative of working

a^

make

factory is
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NARRATOR:

This is advice giving.

Here the counselor gives
support to

the client (you can make it
in college) while offering
an alternative
solution to him (working in a
factory is still openV This supportive
reinforcement is provided in a
framework of at least two realistic

alternatives.

EXAMPLE 14
CLIENT:

"1 feel very naive about
things going on around me."

COUNSELLOR:
NARRATOR:
sel.

"Let’s explore your naive feeling.”
The technique employed is the establishing
of a cognitive

When utilizing this technique the counselor
analyzes the client’s

problem in

a

rational, analytical manner.

definite kind of client tone or response.

This analysis produces a
The counselor does not ignore

feeling statements but rather shifts feeling statements into
cognitive
sta cements.

The client statement (1 feel very naive about things going

on around me) which is

a

strong feeling statement is shifted by the

counselor into a cognitive statement (Let’s explore your naive feeling.)
EXAMPLE 15

CLIENT:

I

COUNSELLOR:

had a hard time communicating my problem to others.

You're still having

a

hard time communicating your pro-

blem to others.
NARRATOR:
„•

The technique being used is refocusing.

Note that the

client stated a past behavior (I had a hard time communicating...)

which the counselor refocused into a present time perspective by
again shifting from past tense to present (had to having) and by

including the adverb "still to emphasize the shift to the present.

"You're still having

a hard

time..."
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EXAMPLE 16
CLIENT:

when

I

"I was always taught to think badly
of myself, it was only

learned to appreciate my talents that I'm
happy.”

COUNSELLOR:

NAuRATOR:

’’You're happy now.”
1

he technique employed is restatement.

The counselor

focuses only on the present statment"... I'm- happy."
and ignored

past behavior "I was always taught to thijik badly of
myself...”
EXAMPLE 17

CLIENT: "I'd like to share my feelings with you but I'm afraid
I

might be hurt."

COUNSELLOR:

"The reason you refuse to share your feelings is be-

cause you're afraid you'll be hurt.

The technique the counselor employed was analysis of cause

NARRATOR:

and effect.

Usually when a client gives a statement he states the

effect first and then the cause.

The counselor, when clarifying or

expanding cause and effect relationships, usually shifts the statement so the client can analyze the cause of his behavior and then

look immediately at the effects.

Although in this example, the

counselor first analyzed the effect of the client's problem (The

reason you refuse to share your feelings) and then stated the cause
.(because you’re afraid you'll be hurt.)

EXAMPLE 18

CLIENT:'

"Drop dead."

COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

"Let's look at the reasons for your hostility"

The technique employed

is the establishing *of a cognitive
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&et

When utilizing this technique
the counselor analyzes the
client's
problem in a rational, analytical
manner.
This analysis produces a
definite kind of client tone or
response.
The counselor does not ignore
*

feeling statements but rather shift
feeling statements into cognitive
statements.

The client statement (Drop dead) which
is

a

•

strong feeling

statement is shifted by the counselor into
a cognitive statement (Let’s
look at the reasons for your hostility)
EXAMPLE 19

CLIENT:

"My mother used to beat me and

I

used to hate her, she

still beats me now but I'm starting to enjoy it all."
COUNSELLOR:

NAKRAiOR:

"You’re starting to enjoy it."
lhe technique employes restatement.

The counselor focuses

only of the present statement "I'm starting to enjoy it all." and

ignores past behavior "My mother used to beat me."
EXAMPLE 20
CLIENT:
I

I

want to live with

rny

boyfriend in his apartment, but if

do that my parents will disown me.

Which should

I

do?

You could visit your bo}^friend at his apartment while still

COUNSELLOR:

living with your folks.

This you would have the remaining alternative

of breaking with your parents postponed until you might later decide on
such a final course of action.
NARRATOR:
•

This technique is advice giving.

The counselor offers sup-

portive reinforcement in the framework of alternative solutions to the
client's problem.

He advises and supports the client with "You could

visit your boyfriend .. .while still living with your folks, and also
offers the dela3>ed alternative of deciding later about breaking with
her parents.
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LEVEL

3

During Level 2 you correctly identified the
techniques utilized
by the client.

In Level 3 you will be expected to duplicate
the in-

tervention technique orally into a tape recorder after
you have viewed a video-taped client statement.

produce the correct response.

You will be given ample time to

However, please respond immediately

and as spontaneously as possible.
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CUENT:

„y church hindered
my development.

COUNSELLOR:
NARRATOR:

Your church is still
1

pcdmg yo ur development’

This represents one „f
6 ° f many

Th e technique

""

i
lni

13 in 3 P5St

employ

is refocusing.

y ChU

( '"

counselor responses:

Notice the client's
state-

« h ^«d.)

The Counselor changed

paralled verb from
hindered to is impeding,
thus refocusing the statement
into a present time
perspective.
The adverb still wa
included to emphasize
this shift
shift- to
present time.
(Your church is still
impeding yo ur development.)
EXAMPLE
CLIENT:

2

always hated people who
make fun of me and

I

COUNSELLOR:

I

still do.

You still hnfo
i
ate people
now because they hated
you in the

past?
NARRATOR:

This reDresenf^
represents nno
one of many appropriate
counselor responses:

This technique is restatement.
people...

The client's past reference,
"I

is ignored, while his
present statement, "I still

(hate people)” is given
recognition by the counselor.

EXAMPLE
CLIENT:

I

COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

3

can't stand this place.
Let's examine why you can't stand
this place.
This represents one of many
appropriate counselor responses:

The technique being employed, is the
establishing of a cognitive
set.

When utilizing this technique the counselor
analyzes the client's
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problem in a rational, analytical
manner.
definite kind of client tone or
response.

This analysis produces a
The counselor does not

ignore feeling statements but
rather shifts feeling statements
into

cognitive statements.

The client statement (I can’t stand
this place.)

which is a strong feeling statement
is shifted by the counselor into
a
cognitive statement (Let’s examine why
you-can’t stand this place.)
EXAMPLE 4

CLIENT: "I don't like grass but

I

have to smoke or else the kids won’t

like me."
COUNSELLOR: "Because you fear the kids will dislike you,
you force your-

self to smoke grass.
NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The technique the counselor employed was- analysis of cause and
effect.

Usually when a client gives a statement he states the effect

first and then the cause.

The counselor, when clarifying or expanding

cause and effect relationships, usually shifts the statement so the
client can analyze the cause of his behavior and then look immediately
at the effects.

Consequently, the counselor first analyzed the cause

of the clients problem (... you fear the kids will dislike you) and
immediately interpreted the effect of this relationship (you force

yourself to smoke grass.)
EXAMPLE

CLIENT:
I

5

"I have a choice between getting married and having an abortion.

love Bob but

I

don't know if I’m ready to settle down yet.

When

I

start thinking about having an abortion, I’m scared because I've heard
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Sp many stories about
quacks.

think under good medical
conditions
I’d have one; I'd
rather have an abortion
than get married, I
think.”
0UNSELT.0R:
"Abortions are now legal
in New York.
You could, there•fore, have an abortion
performed under good medical
conditions in that
state.
You could then get
married when you are ready
to settle down,
be that tomorrow or
years from now.”
I

NARRATOR:

This represents one of
many appropriate counselor
responses:
This illustrates advice
given with support.
Here support and advice
are offered in the statement,
(You could have a legal
abortion performed
under good medical conditions
in New York State) while
the alternative
of getting married is offered
for whenever she believes
that she is
ready to settle down.

**

*

S
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LEVEL 4

Level 4 represents another step in the video
training continuum.

During this skill level you must again record
an ap-

propriate response by utilizing the proper technique
after you
have viewed a video client statement.

However this time you

must tag the response by pressing down on a buzzer hidden in
the padding on the arm of the chair.

It is not! necessary to

press down hard the buzzer is sensitive and will pick up
small amount of pressure.

a

If you utilize the techniques of

either restatement or refocusing depress the right arm of the
chair.

If either the techniques of establishing a cognitive set

or analysis of cause and effect are used depress the left arm of

the chair.

If the technique of advice giving is utilized depress

both arms of the chair simultaneously.
time to produce the response.

You will be given adequate

However, please respond immediately

and as spontaneously as possible.
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EXAMPLE

1

CLIENT: "1 've always been lonely."
.

COUNSELLOR: ’’And you're still lonely
now.

NARRATOR:

You’re still lonely.

This represents one of many
appropriate counselor responses:

The technique employed is refocusing.
a

past behavior.

Notice the client stated

I've always been lonely.

The counselor refocused

this behavior into a present time
perspective by shifting the verb

tense from past to present (I've been) to
(you are) and by also

including the adverb still to emphasize the shift
from past time
to present time (You're still lonely)

EXAMPLE

2

CLIENT: "I feel hostile and stupid when people make fun of me."

COUNSELLOR:

"Let's talk about the reason why

y-ou

feel hostile

and stupid."
NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses

The technique employed is the establishing of

a

cognitive set.

When utilizing this technique the counselor analyzes the client’s pro-

blem in a rational, analytical manner.
of client tone or response.

This produces a definite kind

The counselor does not ignore feeling

statements but rather shifts feeling statements into cognitive statements.

The client statement (I feel hostile and stupid when people

make fun of me)

which is a strong feeling statement is shifted by

i

.

!

!

the counselor into a cognitive statement (Let’s talk about the reason
why'

you feel hostile and stupid.
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EXAMPLE

’

3

CLIENT: "I used to be vejy intellectual,
but now

I

am over-ridden

with emotions."
COUNSELLOR: "Now your troubled.

You are now over-ridden with

emotions
NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate
counselor responses:

Restatement
behavior.

is

the technique employed.

The counselor ignores past-

"I used to be very intellectual..." while recognizing
only

the present activity of the client: "I am over-ridden
with emotions."

EXAMPLE 4

CLIENT: "I don’t like going places by myself because I’m afraid

I

won’t meet anyone."
COUNSELLOR:

"The fact that you are afraid of not meeting anyone

keeps you from going places alone."

NARRATOR

:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The counselor employed the technique of analysis of cause and

effect.

In most cases the client, in his statements, will first state

effect and then state the cause.

When expanding or clarifying cause

and effect relationships, the counselor usually shifts the statement
so the client can analyze the cause of his behavior and then look im-

mediately at the effects.
i

Consequently, the counselor first analyzed

the cause of the client|s problem (...you are afraid of not meeting

anyone) and then interperted the effect of this relationship
yo.u

from going places alone.)

( f

..

keeps

So the counselors statement reads "The

fact that you are afraid of not meeting anyone keeps you from going

places alone.

-168EXAMPLE

5

CLIENT: "I've been going to church all
my life-ever since

remember.

I

don't believe in god anymore-actually

lieve in most of the things

I

was taught.

I

I

can

don't be-

But I'm still living

al home and my parents are very firm about church
going.
a lot to them.

I

I'm really bored as hell whenever

I

go.

It means

What should

do?"

COUNSELLOR:

"I believe that you can resolve this by attending church

until you have your own living quarters.

Should this prove unsatis-

factory you could discontinue church going and work out the conflict
by discussion with your parents."

NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

This is an example of advice giving with support.

The counselor

provides support for the client while offering two alternative courses

of action.
EXAMPLE

6

CLIENT: "I had a great deal of trouble in school.

COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

"You're having trouble in school now.
The technique employed is refocusing.

stated a past behavior

(1/ had

refocused this behavior into

a
a

Notice the client

great deal of trouble) The counselor

present time perspective by shifting

the verb tense from past to present.

(I had) to (you are having) and

by also including the adverb now to emphasize the shift from past time
1

to present time (you're having trouble in school now)
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EXAMPLE

’

CLIENT:

"I'm strung out on drugs.

to turn myself in.

COUNSELLOR:

What should

I

7

I'm afraid to quit and I'm afraid

do?"

"You can kick the drug habit.

Voluntary admission

to a clinic will probably be less fearful than possibly getting

busted for carrying drugs."
NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The technique employed is advice giving with support.

provides support in helping the client resolve his problem.

kick the drug habit).

The counselor
(You can

Usually the counselor offers more than one alter-

native, admission to a drug clinic, since the alternative of remaining
on drugs is not really a realistic option.

EXAMPLE

CLIENT:

8

"I do not want to deal with my parents because they are

harsh, cruel and insensitive to me."

COUNSELLOR:

"The fact that your parent are harsh, cruel and insensitive

makes you not want to deal with them."
NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The technique the counselor employed was analysis of cause and
effect.

The client usually gives a statement, stating effect first

and then the cause.

When clarifying or expanding cause and effect

relationships the counselor usually shifts the statement so the client
at the
can analyze the cause of his behavior and then immediately look

effects.

Consequently the counselor first analyzed the cause of the

insensitive to
client’s problem (...your parents are harsh, cruel, and
(...makes
you) and then interperted the effect of this relationship

you not want to deal with them).

-170So the counselor's response would
read "The fact that your parents

are harsh, cruel, and insensitive
makes you not want to deal with
them.”

EXAMPLE

9

CLIENT: ”1 used to be afraid of my mother.

Now my fear is turning

into hate for all older women.”

COUNSELLOR:
NARRA'i OR

"Now you’re beginning to hate all older women.”
This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

:

The technique used is restatement.

The counselor orients the

client to his present behavior ’’You’re beginning to hate all older
women... while ignoring his past behavior: "I used to be afraid of
my mother.”

EXAMPLE 10

”1 don’t care if

CLIENT:!

COUNSELLOR:
NARRATOR:

I

live or die.’

1

’

’’Let’s look at the reason for

your despair.”

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The technique employed is the establishing of a cognitive set.

When utilizing this technique the counselor analyzes the client’s problem in

a

rational, analytical manner.

This analysis produces a

definite kind of client tone or response.

The counselor does not ignore

feeling statements but rather shifts feeling statements into cognitive
•

t

statements.

The client statement (I don’t care if

I

live or die) which

i

is a strong feeling statement is shifted by the counselor into a cog-

nitive statement (Let’s look at the reason for your despair).
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EXAMPLE 11
CLIENT:

"Tonight at the demonstration
there will be a lot of violence.
I don't know whether
to participate or not.
I believe in some of the
radical ideas but not all. Some
of my friends who are radical are
stopping by my house though.

I

feel sort of pressured.

I

really

don’t know what to do.”
COUNSELLOR:

"Since the pressure for violence seems to
be coming from

your friends-and not from within yourself-I
believe that you can effectively resist the push toward violence.

native of violent participation so

I

I

don’t accept the alter-

don’t see any other possible way

of handling this-except for a sudden case of flu with
a fever that keeps

you

in,

bed.”

NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses;

This illustrates advice giving with support.

Both support and

advice are imparted in the statement "I believe that you can effectively resist the push toward violence," and an alternative solution-having
a fabricated

illness with a sudden onset-is also offered to the client.

EXAMPLE 12

"I don't like my teacher's counselor’s attitude toward me."

CLIENT:

COUNSELLOR:
NAPdlATOR:

"Let’s consider your reasons for this attitude."
This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The technique employed is the establishing of a cognitive set.

When utilizing this technique the counselor analyzes the client’s pro-

blem in

a

rations, analytical manner.

kind of client tone or response.

This analysis produces a definite

The counselor does not ignore feeling
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ements but rather
shifts feeling

" ent8

Tte CUent St
:

wards me)

whic h

^

states
like

^

into cognitive
state-

teacher's attitude
to-

Is a strong

feelIng statement' is
shifted by the couna cognitive
statment 'Let's consider
your reasons for
this attitude.)
selor into

i-ArttTULL

CLIENT:

I

L3

a i„ ays thought I
could get along without
people."

COUNSELLOR:

"You still think you
can get along without
people."
NARRATOR:
This represents one of
many appropriate counselor
responses:
The technique employed
is refocusing.
Notice the client stated
a past behavior.
(I though I could) The
counselor refocused this
behavior into a present time
perspective by shifting the verb
tense
past uo present (I always
though I could) to (you still
think
you can). The adverb still „
as added to emphasize a
present time

perspective (you still think you
can get along withouth people.)
EXAMPLE 14
CLIENT: "I never worried about
becoming pregnant but now

I

am because

I’m dating Bill."

COUNSELLOR:

"Now you’re worrying about becoming
pregnant because

your dating Bill."
NARRATOR:
-

*

This represents on of many appropriate
counselor responses

The counse l°r is using the technique of
restatement.

She ignores

the past statement "I never worried about becoming
pregnant..." and

emphasizes the present orientation: "you’re now worrying..."
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EXAMPLE 15
CLIENT:

"I hate tests because I
don’t want to know my ability.”

COUNSELLOR:

”The fact that you don’t want to
know your ability

makes you hate tests.”
NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate
counselor responses

The technique the counselor employed
has analysis of cause and
effect.

The client usually gives a statement,
stating the effect-

first and then the ..cause.

The counselor, when clarifying or
expanding

cause and effect relationships, usually
shifts the statement so the

client can analyze the cause of his behavior
and then look immediately
at the effects.

Consequently, the counselor first analyzed the cause

(...fact that you don't want to know your ability) and
the interperted
the eifect of this relationship (... makes you hate
tests.)

So the

counselor’s statement reads "the fact that you don’t want to
know

your ability makes you hate tests.

LEVEL

Level

5

is a continuation of level four.

are more difficult.
program.

5

The client statements

This represents the last level of the training

Please record an appropriate response to each client

statement and correctly tag the response by depressing the
arm of
the chair.
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CLIENT:

"What should

I

do 9

I
l

1

reallv would like to go
really
to college,
.

y g ades and board scores are high
enough to be accepted and I’ve
got to start a life 0 f my
own, but my mother depends
on me for income since my father died and
she feels I should get a job
and maybe go to school at night.
How can I work a full time job
and still
”
go to college.
COUNSELLOR:

’’You

can work this out.

You could work full time taking

night courses until your mother
gets back on her feet, making your

situation only temporary or you could
work part time, sharing the

responsibility of earning money with the
rest of your family, and
also go to school part time, while you’re
working part time.”
NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate
counselor responses

The technique employed is advice giving.

In this technique the

counselor first provides supportive reinforcement,
relating to the
cl

ient that he can make a decision or can successfully
complete one

of two or more alternatives.

Notice the counselor first supported

the decision making ability (you can work this out) and then
provided
the client with two alternative courses of action.

EXAMPLE

2

-

CLIENT: ”I’ve always had to find my own fun for myself.”
“ i
COUNSELLOR:
’’You’re still trying to find your own fun.”

. .

NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses

The technique employed is refocusing.
a past problem.

(I've always had to find)

Notice the client stated
The counselor refocused

this behavior into a present time perspective by shifting the verb

-176tense from past to present (I've
always had to find) to (You're
still trying to find).
Notice the adverb " still" was included
to emphasize the shift to
present time.

(You're still trying

to find your own fun).

EXAMPLE

3

CLIENT: "1 had a lousy relationship with
my parents."

COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

"This poor relationship with your family is
continuing."

This represents one of many appropriate
counselor responses:

The technique employed is refocusing.

Notice the client stated

a past problem (I had a lousy relationship).

The counselor refocused

the behavior to a present time perspective by altering
the verb tense

from past tense (I had) to

a

present tense (is continuing).

This poor

relationship with your parents is continuing.
EXAMPLE 4

CLIENT:

"I used to love swimming but

I

don’t like to now because my

best friend drowned."
COUNSELLOR:

"Because your best friend drowned you don't like to go

swimming.

You don't like to swim now."

NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The counselor utilized the technique called "restatement."

Here

the past reference "I used to love swimming..." is ignored while the
.

“

*

present statement is recognized:

"You don’t like to swim now."

EXAMPLE

5

j

-CLIENT:

"I don't want to ^o to -jail by evading the draft, but

I

don't

want to leave my family and friends and go to another country either."
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COUNSELLOR:

"You could take a stand as
a conscientious objective.
Draft counseling today is a
highly sophisticated enterprise-it's
a specialty

within counseling that

Therefore

d suggest that

of mine.

1

1

am not totally familiar with.

you make an appointment with a
colleague

He will be capable of offering
many more alternative

courses of action that

can.

I

I

believe that you can come to

a

decision with his aid.”
NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate
counselor responses

This is the technique of advice giving
the support.

counselor both supports the client:
a

decision..." and advises.

ance

m

Here the

"I believe that you can come to

The client to seek specialized assist-

order to provide the client with many possible
alternatives.
EXAMPLE

CLIENT:

6

"I’m in love."

COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

"Let’s examine the reason why you think you are in love."
This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses

The technique used is the establishing of

a

cognitive set.

In

this technique the counselor analyzes the client's problem in a rational, analytical manner.

of client tone or response.

This analysis produces a definite kind
The counselor does not ignore feeling

statements but rather shifts feeling statements into cognitive statements.
«

The client statement (I’m in love) which is a strong feeling

statement is shifted

b}'

the counselor into a cognitive statement

(Let's see why you think you are in love).
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EXAMPLF, 7

CLIENT:

"I don’t like my father,

COUNSELLOR:
NARRATOR:

I’m running away from homo.”

"Let's figure out why you don't like
your father.”

This represents one of many appropriate
counselor responses:

The technique employed is the
establishing of

a

cognitive set.

By

this technique the counselor analyzes
the client’s problem in a rational, analytical manner.

client tone or response.
ments.

This analysis produces a definite kind
of
The counselor does not ignore feeling
state-

The client statement (I hate my father, I’m
running away from

home) which is a strong feeling statement
is shifted by the counselor
into a cognitive statement (Let's figure out why
you don't like

your father).
EXAMP]., E 8

CLIENT:

"I’ve always hated people who tell me what to do and when

to do it.

COUNSELLOR:
NARRATOR:

Now
"

I

just ignore them.

I

just don't give a god-damn.”

You don't give a god-damn.”

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The technique is restatement.

The counselor ignores the past

referent "I've always hated people who tell me what to do..." and
choose to reinforce the third present statement "You just don't give
a .god-damn,” because it also served to encompass the intention of the
ttoo

present sentences prior to it.
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"1 really feel out of
place here,

CL1EN1:

but me and
COUNSELLOR:
5

9

1

Everyone takes drugs

don’t want to.”

"Because you don’t take drugs and you don’t
want to

ou feel out of place here."

?

NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor
responses

Ihe technique employed by the counselor was
analysis of cause
and effect.

Usually when a client gives a statement he states the

effect first and then the cause.

The counselor, when clarifying or

expanding cause and effect relationships, usually shifts the statement so the client can analyze the cause of his behavior and then

look immediately at the effects.

Consequently, the counselor first

analyzed the cause (...Because you don’t take’drugs) and then interpreted the effect of the relationship) (...you feel out of place
here.)

Therefore the counselor's statement reads as follows:

"Because you don’t take drugs you feel out of place here."
EXAMPLE 10

CLIENT:

"I don’t want to leave home but I’m not getting along with

my family or friends,
I

I

have some friends in California who said

could go and live with them.

But the fact remains;

I

love my

family and friends."

COUNSELLOR: "You can work out a relationship with your parents.
course, you could always join your friends later in California."

Of
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OR

This represents
nno
° ne n-P
P
of aniany appropriate
counselor responses
The technique employed
is advice giving, in this
technique the
counselor first provides
supportive -reinforcement, relating
to the
Client that he can either
make a decision or can successfully
complete one of two or more
alternatives. Notice that the
counselor
first provided support (You
can work out a. relationship).
This
support is coupled with advice
giving which usually presents at
l

:

'

least two realistic alternatives
to the client (working out

a re

lationship) or (leaving later) "you
can work out a relationship

with your parents, or you can always
decide later to join your
friends in California.
EXAMPLE 11
CLIENi:

"I

want to travel but I'd have to leave home for
good if

I

did."

COUNSELLOR:

"The fact that you would have to leave

keeps you from traveling.
NARRATOR:

'home

for good

You want to travel."

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The counseloi is using the analysis of cause and effect here.

Ihe client generally starts with the effect and then ends his state-

ment with the cause.

The counselor shifts this sequence to stating

first the cause and then the effect, thus clarifying and emphasizing
the cause and effect relationship to the client.

Consequently

I

related the cause (you would have to leave home for good) before
its effect (This keeps you from traveling.)
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"1 used to play teacher.

CLIENT:

Now

I

see teachers playing smart

and playing student."

COUNSELLOR:
NARRATOR:

"You see teachers playing smart and playing student.

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The technique is restatement.

The counselor ignores "I used to

play teacher, "the past statement, and reinforces the present state-

"you see teachers playing samart and playing student."

ment:

EXAMPLE 13

CLIENT:

"I always though myself better than the majority of people."

"You still think your better than the majority of people?"

COUNSELLOR:

These thoughts of feeling superior to other people are still occurring.
This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

NARRATOR:

The technique employed is refocusing.

past behavior (I always thought).

Notice the client stated a

The counselor shifted the essential

meaning of the statement by replying (These thoughts.
occurring).

Notice that the statement

is in a

..

.are still

present time perspective

and the adverb still was added to emphasize this point.

(These thoughts

of feeling superior to other people are still occurring.)
‘

EXAMPLE 14

CLIENT:

"I really don’t think you care about my problems."

COUNSELLOR:
NARRATOR:-

"Let’s examine why you think that way."
responses.
This represents one of many appropriate counselor

a cognitive set.
The technique employed is the establishing of
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While using this technique the
counselor analyses the client's
problem
a rational, analytical manner.
This analysis produces a definite
kind of client tone or response.
The counselor does not ignore feeling

m

statements but rather shifts feeling
statements into cognitive statements.

The client statement (I really don’t
think you care about my

problems.) which is a strong feeling statement
is shifted by the

counselor into a cognitive statement (Let’s examine
why you think

way\

that

EXAMPLE 15

CLIENT:

and

I

,:

My father needs more money but he’s too proud to let
me work

really think

COUNSELLOR:

1

could help out with the family income.”

’’Because your father is proud, you cannot help out with

the family income.”

NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses:

The technique employed by the counselor has analysis of cause

and effect.

when he gives

The client usually states effect first and then cause,
a

statement.

The counselor clarifies or explains cause

and effect relationships by usually shifting the statement so the

client can first analyze the cause of his behavior and then immediately

look at the effects.

Consequently, the counselor first analyzed the

cause of the client’s problem (... Because your father is proud) and
then interpreted the effect of this relationship (...you cannot help
out with the family income).
as follows:

The counselors statement would then read

"Because your father is proud, you cannot help out with

the family income.”
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EXAMPLE

16

CLIENT:

"The pressures of school and
social life are getting to me.
I'm really tired now-not getting
much sleep-but I don't want to cut
down on either schoolwork or
socializing.”
COUNSELLOR: ’’Even though the pressures
of school are getting to

you, you don't want to cut down on
social life.

Since you need

more sleep you'll have to cut down on
either schoolwork or socializing.

Perhaps just getting enough rest will make
you more efficient-

in handling your schoolwork and give you the
time you need for socializing.

If this doesn’t work

I

believe that you can cut down on some

of the late. hour social -life.
NARRATOR:
j.nis

This represents one of many appropriate counselor
responses:
is advice giving with support.

The counselor offers alter-

native courses of action to the client while supporting him in carrying
out the advice.

EXAMPLE 17

CLIENT:

’’I

COUNSELLOR:
NARRATOR:

used to smoke grass."

"You still smoking grass.

‘

You use grass now."

This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses

The technique employed is refocusing.
a past behavior.
'*

'

(I used to smoke).

Notice the client stated

The counselor refocused this be-

r.

havior into a present time perspective by changing the verb tense (used
to use) and by adding the adverb now.

(you use grass now)

)
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EXAMPLE 18
CLIENT:

”1 don’t like to stay
alone because I'm afraid

I

will

miss something.”
COUNSELLOR:

’’Because you are afraid you will
miss something, you

don’t like to stay home."
NARRATOR:

This represents one of many appropriate
counselor responses:

Ihis technique is the analysis of cause and
effect.

the client states the effect first and then the cause.

Notice that
In order to

clai ify the cuase and effect relationship, the counselor
first relates

the cause of the client’s situation (you are afraid you will miss

something) and then mentions its consequence (you don’t like to stay
home.

EXAMPLE 19

CLIENT:

"I feel like killing you."

COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

"Let’s analyze why you feel like killing me."
This represents one of many appropriate counselor responses

The technique employed is the establishing of a cognitive set.

Notice that during this technique the counselor analyzes the client’s
,

problem in a rational, analytical manner.

The analysis produces a

definite kind of client tone or response.

The counselor does not

\

j

ignore feeding statements but rather shifts feeling statements into

Cognitive statements.
’

The client statement (I feel like killing you)

which is a strong feeling statement is shifted by the counselor into
a

cognitive statement (Let’s analyze why you feel like killing me).

m

4

1

•

•*
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EXAMPLE 20
ClIENT:

but now

"I used to think swearing was for really
greasy people
I

swear."

COUNSELLOR:

NARRATOR:

"You now swear."

This represents one of many appropriate counselor
responses

The counselor used the technique of restatement.

He pays no

attention to the past reference of the client (I used to think
swearing was for really .greasy people), but gives attention to
the present

statement by his response: "You now swear."

e
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EMOT TONAL WORDS USED AS DEPEND KNT VARI ABLES

Positive

enjoyment
enjoy
nice
stimulating
wonderful
fulfill
potential
worth
close
love
understand
delighted
thrill
accept
care
proud
gratitude
loyal

pleasure
fascinate
pretty
surprise
competence
great
respect
affection
friendly

beautiful
good
relax
terrific
able
pass
smart-

"need

cheerfulness
content
hope
free
conce'rned

secure
invites
expressing

love
help
open
happiness
happy
luck
kind
sensitive
thanks
reassure
appeal

interesting
satisfy
tremendous
can
.

perfect-

success
appreciate
like
peace
excited
laugh
optomistic
protect
trust
change
strength
try

Negative
anxious
tremble
spanked
turmoil
fuck
hurt
disappointed
despair
choke
shitty
withdraw
argument
defense
deceive
concerns
pressure
upset
fight
fa ilur
puzzle
dismay
disillusioned
tired
avoid
argue
hit
grimness
pessimistic
prejudiced

•

accuse
afraid
corrupt
sorry
slutty
gripes
miserable
mad
aggressive
confused
shit
worry
bitch
ignore
burden
frightens
scare
worried
flunk
skeptical
sadness
discouraged
unhappy
flee
competitive
kill
dislike
serious
resent

embarrassing
bothers
hassel
spoiled
whore
dead
rotten
beat
badly
damn
sorry
wrong
bullshit
irks'

hopeless
lonely
shy

doubt
mediocre
stupid
alone
sad
pain
attack
criticize
offend
hate
defensive
quarrelsome

weak
pissed
threaten
socked
cry

sneak
mistrust
bastard
frustrated
spite
abuse
dirty
liar
violent
nervous
tense
indecision
moody
unsure
depressed
terrible
awful
offensive
fight
surliness
nasty
against
angry
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.

VERBAL INDICATORS OF ANXIETY USED AS DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Indefinites

all

any

anybody

either

anyone

both

each

many

everybody

everyone

few

are

neither

nobody

none

someone

several

some

somebody

things

them

something

Ambivalent Constructs

but

if

would

since

should

because

for

probably

well

however

maybe

guess

possibly

seems

appear

surely

really

except

:

.

Treatment

Counselor

Subject

1

1

4
5

6

Ambivalence
Positive Emotional
Negative Emotional

RATIONAL
analytic

SEGMENTS

Verb
Ind.

1

2

3

1

879

985

2

93

96
18

3

9

4
5

41
29

6

4

.

1183
124

5

1184
65
28

6

1128
98

30

0

3

5

575
42
17

754
51

686

452

700

58

36

23

4

540
47
10
41

6

63
19

37

5

9

27

49
41

25
69
18

876

2
3

41
;

32

41
8

14
34
36
14

1
3

707
83
29

4

34

19
40

5

31

20

734
83
21
31
21

6

1

1

5

2

2

1

53

15

15

1

537

291
21

-

*'

2

12

7

11
14

23

10

0

12
1

0

718

791

58

5
.

3

35

29

4

49

56

5

49

32

35
23

6

53
33

11

12

5

6

51
4

1

711

1329
89
30
67

5

43

931
60
19
35
34

1016

59
15
43
34

952
85
35
43

1176

2

58

62
35

6

3

10

3

6

6

29
10

1

770
59

629

695
23

795

33

3

16

12

4

23
41

24

21
21

5

67
12
16
35

526
29
16
18

891

2

21

41

55

6

4

1

2

1

0

36
23
24
52
1

3

96

•

.

18

797
64
27
52

95

93

21

30
57

<.

•

2

•

895

58

67
24
36
27

4

3

1209
129

327
35

961
102
26
64

2
2

92

12

44

6

1

1110
105
30
41
41

33
42
46

1
2

I
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VERBAL 1 NDICATORS
1
Tokens
2
Self Referents
3
Indefinites

'

,
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VERBAL INDICATORS:
1
Tokens
2
Self Referents
3
Indefinites

Counselor

4
5
6

Sub-

Verb

ject

Ind.

Ambivalence
Positive Emotional
Negative Emotional

2

31
50
43
12
1
Z
o

4
5

6
1
Z
3

4
5
6

1
2

54
97
53
14

1198
118
26
71

1138
97

924
117

34
72

72

984
89
28
61

51
17

41

37

52

18

9

27

1848
171
61

1673
203
45
71

1232
131
30
84
28
10

1800

1070
133
15
44

836

96

36

43

926

842

81

76

18
32

11
25

59
1

37

890

904
106
21

5

5
6

10

24
20

1

854

1400

2

58

77

47
68
47
4

3

2

1654
139

4

94
15
50
23

4

3

26

4

40

5

6

37
1

41

1

547

•2

41

3

5

16
22
30

526
27
19
22
25

6

3

1

4

RECONSTRUCTIVE

SEGMENTS

1319
153

o'”

Treatment J1

8

34
16

1035
101
6

26
38
20

54
12

935
105
21
51
14

870
89

'

176
55
105
37
25

1286
147
40
72
72
19

1240
146
35
67
16
12

35
34

983
116
14
34
40

7

6

1039
103

76
22

21

693
65
21
33
24

11

17

9

13

1262
83

1384

54
67
54

2086
111
59
80
64

64
30
55
46

2109
122
43
101
71

6

1

6

13

809
29

519
21
24
19
25

477
27
20
17
25

553
20
19
28
43

8

6

1

0

32
34

30
26
29
-

.

22
64

29

:

TECHNIQUES
Refocusing
(1)
(2)
Restatement
Cognitive Set
(3)

(4)
(5)

VERBAL INDICATORS:
1
Tokens
2
Self Referents
3
Indefinites

Counselor

Subject

1-

C
j

t>

Verblnd.

(1)

(2)

1

205

51

2

26
4

2

2

2

1
»•

•

.

‘

•

.

•

•

•

(5)

518
38

431
41

0

6
•0

8

4

'

6

0

25

14

5

0

1

17
1

12

6

1
1

5

0

1

409

476
23

149

34

179
15

325

2

34

16

3

11

4

8

8

6

4

15
5

29
15

35
11

11

5

28
15

6

1

0

0

5

0

1

384
47

19

211

437

101

0
0

0

11

5

10

0

7

51
10
12
16

13
0

4

13
17

18
13

6

2

0

0

0

0

1
2

732
81
23
35
21
15

91
10

26

3

527
46
15
22
19

0

8

0

335
29

141
13

1
0

7

0

7

0

3

'
•

5

362
34
15
21
15

6

5

1

1

2

0

3

4

„

(4)

5

2

1

(3)

0
0
0

3

4
1

techniques

Ambivalence
Positive Emotiona]
Negative Emotional

4

.

1

-190Cause & Effect
Advice Giving

3

4

3

6
2

3

1
1
2

3

0

6

4

0

18

475
49
10
20

5

0

14

17

7

0

6

0

2

2

2

0

1

154
15

115

1

9

530
25

53

2

2

0

3

8

4

8

0

4

8

6

10

0
2

5

8

8

33-*

3

0

<

3

2

0

-
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